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ABSTRACT
THE RELATION OF LEARNING STYLES AND
PERFORMANCE SCORES OF THE STUDENTS IN
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
Özgen Osman Demirbaş
Ph.D. in Interior Architecture and Environmental Design
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Halime Demirkan
September, 2001
Design activity has existed since the beginning of life. Through time, this
activity has turned to be a profession and the education of it has become
important. Learning as an interactive process is an important issue in design
studio. This study aims to analyse architectural education through the
Experiential Learning Theory of Kolb in which learning is considered as a
cycle that begins with experience, continues with reflection and leads to
action. Experiential Learning Theory defines ‘accommodating’, ‘diverging’,
‘assimilating’ and ‘converging’ styles as the four different learning styles.
A research was conducted to evaluate the effects of learning style
preferences on the performance of design students at Bilkent University, in
the department of Interior Architecture and Environmental Design. The
relation of learning styles and performance scores of design students were
analysed. It was found out that there were statistically significant differences
between the performance scores of students having different learning styles
in different stages of design education through studio process. However, at
the end of the process, it was found out that there was no difference in
performance of the design students having diverse learning styles.
Keywords: Architectural Education, Design Studio, Experiential Learning,
                  Learning Styles
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ÖZET
İÇ MİMARLIK EĞİTİMİNDE Kİ ÖĞRENCİLERİN
ÖĞRENME BİÇİMLERİ İLE
BAŞARI DERECELERİNİN İLİŞKİSİ
Özgen Osman Demirbaş
İç Mimari ve Çevre Tasarımı Bölümü Doktora Çalışması
Danışman: Doç. Dr. Halime Demirkan
Eylül, 2001
Yaşamın başlangıcından bu yana tasarım etkinliği süre gelmektedir. Zaman
içinde bu etkinlik bir mesleğe dönüşmüş ve eğitimi ilgi alanı olmuştur.
Etkileşimli bir süreç olan öğrenme, tasarım stüdyosu kapsamında önemli bir
konudur. Bu çalışmada mimarlık eğitimini, deneyimle başlayan, yansıma ile
süren ve eylem haline gelen bir döngü olarak tanımlanan Kolb’un Deneysel
Öğrenme Teorisi bağlamında analiz etmek amaçlanmıştır. Deneysel
Öğrenme Teorisi kapsamında, dört değişik öğrenme biçimi, ‘yerleştiren’,
‘değiştiren’, ‘özümseyen’ ve ‘ayrıştıran’ olarak tanımlanmıştır.
Bilkent Üniversitesi, İç Mimarlık ve Çevre Tasarımı Bölümü öğrencilerinin
öğrenme biçimi tercihlerinin, başarı derecelerine etkisini değerlendiren bir
araştırma yürütülmüştür. Tasarım öğrencilerinin öğrenme biçimlerinin başarı
dereceleri ile ilişkisi analiz edilmiştir. Stüdyo süreci kapsamındaki tasarım
eğitiminin farklı aşamalarinda, farklı öğrenme biçimileri olan öğrencilerin
başarı dereceleri arasında istatistiksel olarak belirgin farklılıklar bulunmuştur.
Buna karşılık, sürecin sonunda, farklı öğrenme biçimleri olan öğrencilerin
başarı dereceleri arasında fark olmadığı saptanmıştır.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Mimarlık Eğitimi, Tasarım Stüdyosu, Deneysel Öğrenme,
                               Öğrenme Biçimleri.
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11. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem
Designing has existed since the beginning of life, since there has been
always the action of organising close environments by humans. This action
has developed through time and become a profession of not only organising
their immediate environments, but also organising all their surroundings to
extent of cities. Through this process some people have become prominent
in this field. Then these people became the masters of the profession and in
order to sustain the profession, these masters started to train people in their
studios (Uluoğlu, 1990). Afterwards, this action progressed and these studios
came to become educational environments. By this progress, new
educational environments occurred as institutions and the educational
aspects of this profession became important. In short, it can be stated that
architectural design education has started in private studios as a mastery-
apprentice relationship, then theoretical institutions occurred for theoretical
knowledge and practice was left out of the learning environment, and finally
practice has also been added to the educational program of the institutions
and by this development the concept of design studio has appeared in
architectural design education.
Today, there are many schools that give design education all over the world.
Each design school has its own curriculum and educational style, but there
2are still many similarities between these different design education
environments, since the main aim of all of these educational settings is to
teach design theory and how to design.
Throughout the centuries, there has been a desire among the researchers to
identify architecture as technology, craft, science or art. In fact, architecture is
a combination of these four. All these characteristics are correlated to each
other within the scope of architectural education and a student should learn
how to deal with all of these factors. In this sense, architecture is a multi-
disciplinary, multi-skilled, multi dimensional and multi-media practice and it is
a self-sufficient profession that behaves as it already possesses all the
knowledge that it needs (French, 1998; Teymur, 1992). As Broadbent (1995)
claimed architects need the knowledge of many crafts, technologies, the
ability to communicate with specialists in many fields. Architects have their
own way of thinking, which is different from that of engineers or crafts, and a
profound understanding of physiological, psychological and social human
values in the resolution of complex problems. Design activity can be defined
as the hierarchical decision making process (Demirkan,1998; Watanable,
1994). Watanable (1994) states that the process of design can be regarded
as a process in which the parameters of design are produced from
procedural knowledge in the beginning and then there is a shift to some
certain declarative knowledge after many trials and errors. The educational
process of architectural design is not simply just to teach how to solve
problems, but also it is an education of finding what the problems actually
3are. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that architectural education is not
simply a vocational education by training.
In design education, the curriculum is very important and all the courses
given are related to each other. In general, there are some fundamental
courses that develop design knowledge; some technology based courses;
courses that strengthen artistic quality; and, finally the design courses, which
are the combination of the other three and constitute the most crucial part of
design education. The design courses usually take place in an environment
called the design studio. The design studio is an environment that is different
than a traditional classroom both in pedagogical, social and educational
points of view. Most of the recent studies on architectural design education
and design studio are based on computer-aided design or distant learning
(Brusasco et al., 2000; Castain and Elliott, 2000; Jacson, 25 Feb. 1999,
Seebohm and Wyk, 2000; Marx, 2000). Some other studies deal with the
design studio as an environment or with the process within the studio (Attoe
and Mugerauer, 1991; Briggs, 1996; Demirbaş, 1997, Demirbaş and
Demirkan, 2000; Fischer et al., 1993; Ledewitz, 1985; Sancar and Eyikan,
1998; Schön, 1984, 1987; Shaffer, 25 Feb.1999; Uluoğlu, 1990, 1996, 2000;
Wender and Roger, 1995; Yıldırım and Güvenç, 1995) but unfortunately,
there is a gap in the literature about the learning aspects of architectural
design education.
This study aims to consider design education and the design studio process
through learning theories. The learning activity within the design studio
4through critique process is an experience-based learning. Therefore, design
education is considered through Experiential Learning Theory of Kolb (Kolb,
1984). The effects of learning preferences are also considered according to
the different learning activities within the studio process. The studies on
learning theories and preferences were not taken into consideration the
learning process in design education. In this study, it is aimed to suggest a
new perspective for design education through learning theory.
1.2. Scope of the Thesis
Within the scope of the thesis, at first architectural design education and the
design studio that is one of the most important features of design education
are discussed. After a brief history of architectural design education, the
educational program and the curriculum content are examined. The interior
architecture education is studied through architectural design education.
Then, the design studio and the learning process within this educational
environment are discussed.
The Experiential Learning Theory of Kolb (Kolb, 1984; Smith and Kolb, 1996)
is described and Learning Styles Inventory (LSI) is studied as a tool for
specifying learning styles. Through Experiential Learning Theory and LSI, the
four learning modes of the Cycle of Learning (Concrete Experience, (CE),
Reflective Observation (RO), Abstract Conceptualisation (AC) and Active
Experimentation (AE)) and the four learning styles (Diverging, Assimilating,
Converging and Accommodating) are defined (Smith and Kolb, 1996).
5Through these explanations, the critique process in the design studio is be
discussed under Experiential Learning Theory.
Lastly, in the light of architectural design education and learning styles, the
results of a research study dealing with the effects of learning styles on
students’ performance in interior architecture education through design studio
are presented. The freshman students of 1999-2000 and 2000-2001
academic year of the department of Interior Architecture and Environmental
Design at Bilkent University were selected as the subject group for the
research. The research was designed in two parts. In the first part, some
descriptive data and the learning styles of the subjects were defined. Then,
the interaction of learning styles and sex difference was considered through
performance scores of the participant students in the four first year courses
and the semester grade point average (GPA).
The second part of the study is the design experiment. In this part, the
students of 2000-2001 academic year were chosen as the sample group. In
this part, the students were assigned a design problem that is formed of a
series of exercises. There are four different stages of the design experiment
through which the students were faced with different learning activities and
situations. At the end of each stage, the products of the students were
collected and assessed by the design instructors. The performance scores of
the students in each stage were analysed through their learning style
preferences. The relationship between learning styles and different design
6activities through design studio process in interior architectural design
education were analysed.
As a result, it was found that all learning styles are effective in design
education as hypothesised. Since the process in the design studio is
described as a multi-dimensional and experience based, all four learning
styles were shown to exist. As hypothesised, it was found out that the
learning style preferences of students affect their performance at different
stages of a design problem. However, when all the stages of design process
are considered, it was found that the students' performances progressed
whatever the learning styles were, although the progress level in
performance scores differ for each learning style. So, it is concluded that all
of the learning styles were experienced through design studio process.
72. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN EDUCATION
Architectural design education is discussed under several headings in this
chapter. In the first section, a brief history of the architectural design
education is included. Through architectural design education, the
development and history of interior architectural education are discussed.
Then, the curriculum content of design education is described under four
different categories as fundamental courses, technology based courses,
artistic courses and design studio courses (Uluoğlu, 1990, 2000). Lastly, the
design studio process that is expressed as the most important part of design
education is analysed with special emphasis given to critique mechanism.
2.1. A Brief History
This section starts a brief overlook of the development of architectural
education in the world. Then the concept of interior architecture profession
and the development of the educational aspects of interior architecture are
examined.
2.1.1. Architectural Design Education
Designing is as old as human life. Architecture can be considered as a
response to the primary human need for shelter and comfort (French, 1998).
Through time, humans were aware of their action of organising their
environments and this action became a profession. The first professional
8designers were not graduated from any art or design school, since there
were no schools like that in those years. They became the masters of the
profession but actually they were not just design people also they were
artists, scientists, philosophers, etc. The candidates of this profession were
educated and trained by these masters in their own studios. Of course, not all
of the candidates had the same opportunity. The master chose the ones who
were able to manage this education. So, in a mastery-apprentice relationship
the candidate was trained and educated. Tuthill (1988) has stated the fact
that the men of royal birth and of noble parentage just became architects and
the ones who were neither royal nor noble by birth, were raised by the master
to equal dignity and honour. Afterwards, there was the need of institutions
that gave this education in the developing world. After this progress, the
education of design and architecture was started in some art and engineering
schools (Uluoğlu, 1990). Uluoğlu (1990) discusses the development of
architectural education in three stages. In the first stage, there were no
architectural schools and the candidates were educated by a master of the
profession. In the second stage, some schools took the role of the master,
but only the theoretical knowledge was given in these schools and the
practice was done in an office, which means that there was no studio in those
schools. Lastly, the practice session was integrated to the school education;
the concept of studio was brought to schools. As a result, both the theoretical
and practical knowledge came to be given in schools.
According to Broadbent (1995), it might be suggested that architectural
education was first started in the Middle Ages when the Masons had Lodges,
9where they taught their secrets to the members and these were not
accessible to the public and ordinary builders. Tshumi (1995) claims that
architecture lived on the building site from the time of pyramids to the end of
Middle Ages, and there was rarely the existence of an independent
individual. According to his claims, the first important split between
architecture and construction took place in 1670. The first architecture school
the Académie Royale d’Architecture was established in Louis XIV’s France
and this initiated the separation of theory and practice. In the three hundred
years time since that time lots of changes have occurred in the educational
systems in design, art and engineering institutions all over the world.
Bunch (1993) gives a brief history of architectural education in the United
States in his book Core Curriculum in Architectural Education. According to
his statements, the history of architectural education in the United States
spans form the presidency of Thomas Jefferson who was the only architect
U.S. president, until today. According to Thomas Jefferson, a professional
curriculum in architecture was established in the school of mathematics of
the University of Virginia in 1814. Although that was an initial and important
effort, there were no other efforts for the establishment of a formal
architectural education program until a half-century time. Different institutes
added some impetus for increasing the effectiveness of the profession
through time. At those times, most of the schools both in the United States
and Canada followed the style of European institutes. In the nineteenth
century, many Americans looked to the European tradition for standards. The
Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris was considered as the finest architectural
10
institute in architectural training in the world. In those years of European
tradition, architectural education was separated into architectural education
and training. In the twentieth century, new developments took place and
some national approaches became popular in the architectural education
institutes all over the world. In the latter systems, architects were expected to
be educated in the universities and architectural technicians to be trained on
the job. After the year 1968, lots of new changes occurred. Now, in most of
the institutions of architectural education, not only architectural theory but
also constructional techniques, human factors, user psychology, etc. are
taught to the candidates of the profession.
2.1.2. Interior Architecture Education
In fact, interior architecture is not something totally separate from the
architecture discipline. By the development in the world, design activity was
divided into some specialised branches that were inseparable from each
other. Interior architecture covers the activity of designing and organising
interior volumes together with colour, texture, material, light, furniture and
accessories according to the needs of user and the function of the use within
the architectural structure (Kaptan, 1998).
Interior architecture had first appeared at the sheltering of human beings at
the beginning of life. The cave paintings could be considered as the first
interior design activities in design history, although their primary aim was
communication, not decoration. As the first conscious interior design
activities in some community living environments, such as Çatalhöyük,
11
Çayönü, Aşıklı Höyük etc, in the Neolithic Period could be stated. Until the
Middle Ages, interior design activities were generally related with function. By
the Middle Ages, the activity of decorating interior spaces started as an
interior design activity which was done by artists or craftsmen for the big
houses of aristocrat class and palaces (Kaptan, 1998). Until the twentieth
century, interior design activity was the responsibility of architects and artists
such as Adam Brothers, Antonio Gaudi, William Morris, Michealengelo etc.
(Piotrowski, 1989). Different from the concept of today’s interior architecture,
the primary aim of architects and artists were just decorating and dressing up
the living areas of aristocrats' for a more luxuries life.
In the nineteenth century, sculptors, painters and architects who were doing
the decoration of interior spaces according to the properties of time, were
taught to be the artists and craftsmen (Tate and Smith, 1986).  Their primary
aim was to create imposing environments by furniture and accessories. The
effects of modern thinking by the beginning of twentieth century brought
some new approaches to the activity of interior design besides decoration
mostly in the United States. The new approach was radical in that it was
dealing with new, different, futuristic and research based ideas (Kaptan,
1998; Tate and Smith, 1986). By this period, the education of interior
decoration had started in New York School of Fine Arts. Frank Lloyd Wright
(1867-1959) is referred as the first practitioner of this new approach.
According to Pfeiffer (1991), interior space became an inseparable realistic
part of the architectural structure in this period. Attention was moved from
12
architecture to interior architecture and this can be seen as the birth of
modern interior architecture profession in twentieth century.
During the Modern Movement, interior architecture became a separate
discipline in design life since most of architects started to neglect interiors
(Kurtich and Eakin, 1993). Most probably in Europe, the effects of first
modern interior design appeared after the First World War. As a reaction to
the long living periods within the shelters during the war, the Art Deco Style
appeared in France as the modern interior design style (Piotrowski, 1989). By
the end of the Second World War, interior design thinking was developed and
the interior design organizations were generally related with Italian and
Scandinavian design characteristics (Kaptan, 1998).
There was a big explosion in interior architecture by 1960's and thousands of
interior designers and architects started to design and apply their projects.
Between 1970 and 1980, because of the economical crisis and Japanese
industrial revolution, some of the interior architects started to do conceptual,
theoretical and academic studies. By this development, the education of
interior architecture took more attention and became polyphonic. In this
period, the interior architecture programs of each university differed.
At the beginning, the practitioners of interior architecture did not have a
special education for this new design branch. By the development of
technologies and educational research, most probably after 1980's, the
13
practitioners of the discipline were the ones who were educated with special
knowledge for this field.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the education of interior
architecture started at a course level. After the Second World War, the
educational situation of interior architecture accelerated and became more
academic. By the foundation of councils and societies for the interior
architecture discipline after 1960's, some studies were conducted for the
unity of its education all over the world by these councils and societies
(Kaptan, 1998).
Until the 1980's, the progress of interior architecture was very slow in Turkey
although the education of interior architecture had started in 1925 in Mimar
Sinan University, İstanbul. Today, besides Mimar Sinan University, some
private and government universities such as Marmara University, Beykent
University (İstanbul), Hacettepe University, Bilkent University, Çankaya
University (Ankara), Anadolu University (Eskişehir), Karadeniz Technical
University (Trabzon) and Çukurova University (Adana) have four year
bachelor's degree interior architectural programs. Besides, these universities
also have master's degree programs and some of these universities have
Ph.D. degree programs in interior architecture. Although each university has
a different curriculum, the contents of them look similar.
Although architecture and interior architecture are two different disciplines
today, their educational and curriculum contents have similar characteristics,
14
since both of them are the branches of design profession. For this reason,
the educational aspects are considered under a general heading architectural
design education.
2.2. The Curriculum Content of Contemporary
       Architectural Education
Architectural education is not simply a vocational education by training. The
educational process of it is not simply just to teach how to solve problems,
but also it is an education of finding what the problems actually are. Teymur
(1993) claims that architectural education is a practice with its own
specifications and it is distinct from both practice of architecture and from the
education of other disciplines.
In an academic organisation, the architecture department is placed either in
the faculties of arts, social studies, environmental studies, engineering or
design, or in colleges of art (Teymur, 1992). Architecture is a discipline
and/or a professional practice of design and building. The first claim that
considers architecture as a discipline emphasises the study of architecture,
and the second claim about the architecture as a professional practice
emphasises the practice of doing it. Different bodies of knowledge, skills,
cultures and divisions of labour are involved by the two distinct sets that are
architecture as a discipline and/or professional practice. Actually, it is better
to consider these two sets in relation with each other, because development
of architectural education closely related and integrated with the profession
itself (Duffy, 1995). Outram (1996) described the function of architecture
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schools or institutions as to help the beginner student to think architecture by
teaching him/her to interrogate the medium and to think the thoughts.
Uluoğlu (1990) states that the curriculum of contemporary architectural
education institutes can be studied under four categories. In the first
category, there are courses that develop the architectural formation,
secondly, there are courses that provide the scientific formation of
architecture; the third category consists of the courses that strengthen the
base of architectural design and expression, and finally there is design studio
courses which is the synthesis of the previous three categories. Since the
curriculum programs of different design institutions differ from each other, the
above categorisation of Uluoğlu (1990) is still acceptable for a general
overview for the curriculum content description of architectural education.
2.2.1. Fundamental Courses for the Development of
 Architectural Formation
These kinds of courses are generally designed for transmitting a theoretical
knowledge to the architectural design students. As mentioned previously,
there may be different courses for the development of architectural formation
in different educational institutions. In this first classification, there are
courses related to art and history such as art history, history of built
environment, history of furniture etc.; some courses related to humane
aspects of design such as sociology, psychology, ergonomics etc. and some
courses that prepares the students for real life solutions such as professional
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practice, design documentation, etc. The knowledge in these courses is
generally theoretical rather than practice based (Uluoğlu, 1990).
2.2.2. Technology Based Courses that Provide the
 Scientific Formation of Architecture
This second category consists of courses that are both theoretical and
practice based. Although the knowledge structure of these courses seems
theoretical, they are directly related to practice. These courses can be named
as construction, structure, material, control of physical environments, building
physics, etc. The acquired knowledge in these courses are generally
theoretical knowledge, but directly adaptable to practice (Uluoğlu, 1990).
2.2.3. Artistic Courses that Strengthen the Base Of
 Design and Expression
The third category consists of courses that are more artistic in nature. The
courses are for developing skills in architectural expression and presentation
techniques such as technical drawing, freehand drawing, perspective, model
making etc. There are also some other courses that belong to this category
such as design programming, building programming etc. The courses of this
third category are more practice-based. Generally the acquired knowledge
from these kinds of courses is the techniques of preparing and expressing
the design ideas, so the expected outcomes are directly related with
application (Uluoğlu, 1990).
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2.2.4. Design Courses
The last category consists of design courses that are the synthesis of the
previous three categories. These courses are generally named as design
studio, and constitute the most important part of the design education. The
Design studio has a primary importance in architectural education for two
reasons; first, more time is allocated to the design studio compared to the
others, and secondly, all of the other three categories which were discussed
above are related to the design studio (Demirbaş, 1997; Uluoğlu, 1990).
Teymur (1996) states that in order to have a satisfying design education, the
lecture courses (all courses besides design studio) should not be seen just
as service or support for the design studio, but should be considered together
with the design studio with its own procedures, rituals, discourse etc. Design
problems conducted in the design courses as educational projects are
historical, theoretical, technological, conceptual and educational all at the
same time (Teymur, 1996). Design projects are considered to be the most
useful vehicle for attaining the real-life design skills and developing the
designerly working habits as a hypothetical problem solving process
(Teymur, 1993). For this reason, design studio is discussed in a detailed way
as a separate topic.
2.3. Design Studio as a Learning Environment
As Deasy and Lasswell (1985) claim, a learning environment functions both
as a learning centre and a complex social organisation. This is also valid for
design studios and it can be claimed that this is the most essential
characteristic of design studios. Teymur (1996) describes design studios as
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places where real cities, buildings etc. are designed, improved and
transformed. In design education, design studios are the places in which the
simulation of this real situation occurs. It is important not to consider the
educational design studio simply as a replication of an architectural office,
since in the educational setting the main goal is to learn not to earn (Teymur,
1992). In this part, first of all the design studio process, and then the learning
process in the design studio through critique mechanism will be discussed.
2.3.1. Design Studio Process
Most of the studies on architectural design education deal with the curriculum
content of the education or the new technologies in the educational process
of design such as computer-aided design systems or distant learning
processes by virtual studios. A few of the studies were dealing with the
design studio or the process within the studio (Attoe and Mugerauer, 1991;
Briggs, 1997; Demirbaş, 1997, Demirbaş and Demirkan, 2000; Fischer et al.,
1993; Ledewitz, 1985; Sancar and Eyikan, 1998; Schon, 1984, 1987; Shaffer,
25 Feb.1999; Uluoğlu, 1990, 1996, 2000; Wender and Roger, 1995; Yıldırım
and Güvenç, 1995). Design studio process is quite important in design
education since it is the core of the curriculum and all the courses taught in
design eduction are related to the design studio (Uluoğlu, 1990).
The process held in a design studio is not only a lecture given, but also a
social interaction between the teacher and the students and among the
students. In a way, communication is a key word in defining the design
studio. As Wender and Roger (1995) claims, the significant component of a
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design studio in architectural education is the verbal interaction between the
occupants (student to student, student to teacher). According to Jung (cited
in Stamps, 1994), students can think, feel, perceive, and imagine both
individually or in a group. This statement also shows the importance of a
design studio as a communication channel. In addition, it can be stated that
the treatment of theoretical issues and the preparation of the architecture
student for the world of practice are structured by the human relationships
setup within this space (Symes, 1993). Design studio offers an atmosphere
that is conducive to a free exchange of ideas (Tate, 1987) through an
information processing which may be considered as an organisational and
social process (Iivari and Hirschheim, 1996) for both the students and the
instructors.
Design serves as a mediator between mental activity (invention) and social
activity (realisation) (Ruedi, 1996). It is an open-ended process of problem
solving and design theory functions as an instrument theory that supports the
cognitive abilities of the designer (Verma, 1997). In solving the design
problem, the extent of the experience of the designer is more important than
the facts and rules (Demirkan, 1998). This is a factor that can only be
achieved through time and the design studio in architectural education is the
first place that the candidate of the profession can get his/her first experience
in the profession.
In architectural education, the role of design studio is very crucial. Most of the
design students’ time is spent in these environments. Through the design
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studio process, students gain practical and theoretical knowledge and learn
to transform this knowledge together with the imagination to a design (Attoe
and Mugerauer, 1991; Brusasco et al.; 2000; Yıldırım and Güvenç, 1995).
The time spent is approximately 1/3 or 1/2 of the education process of a
design student (Demirbaş, 1997; Stamps, 1994). Shaffer (1999) claims that
students work on a single project over a long period of time in the design
studio setting. There is the opportunity for the student to adapt his/her work
area to his/her own needs and working style and leave work in progress
rather than start a new study each time they come to class. The studio hours
are rather like rough guidelines than a fixed schedule as in other classroom
settings. As proposed by Shaffer (1999), both the students and design
instructors routinely come to the studio before and after regular scheduled
studio times, say, at weekends, at night times etc. as the project deadlines
approach. At any given time during the official studio hours, the participants
may be meeting around a table and discussing the project both with
instructors and with other friends; or students may be working at their desks;
or stepping out for a cup of coffee or having a quick meal; or just meeting
with some friends (Demirbaş, 1997; Shaffer, 1999). Shaffer (1999) states that
this structure and pedagogical features of the design studio support the
development of students’ ability to generate and express architectural ideas.
For these reasons, architectural design studio was defined as the potentially
valuable model for an educational reform (Schön, 1984).
There are very few studies on the studio process in architectural education
and from the existing studies it is hard to figure out if studio teaching has
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been praised or condemned as a teaching vehicle in design. The complexity
of the design studio as a teaching/learning setting is reflected by this lack of
clarity over the purpose and effectiveness of it (Ledewitz, 1985).
The role of design studio can be considered with three steps: a) learn and
practice some new skills, say, visualisation and representation; b) learn and
practice a new language as Schön (1984) describes design as a graphic and
verbal language; c) learn to think architecturally (Ledewitz, 1985). The
educational experience in the design studio covers these three stages at the
same time in relation with each other.
Uluoğlu (1990, 1996) states that there are some unchangeable
characteristics of the design studio. First, the design studio has the most
important role between the other courses and cannot be abandoned.
Secondly, the design can be learned just by designing. Thirdly, face to face
interaction and criticism are the basic education systems in the design studio.
Lastly, the most important role in the design studio belongs to the design
instructor and the necessary knowledge and information can be got from the
design instructor, not from books. So, the organisation of necessary
knowledge and the ways of presenting this knowledge that is accessible to
every student by design instructor are the important factors in design studio.
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2.3.2. Learning Process in Design Studio: Critique
 Mechanism
Design education is not only the provision of the technical skills, but primarily
related to thought development, subjective development, finding out solutions
for wicked problems, or using reasoning models, etc. (Brusasco et al., 2000;
Chastain and Elliott, 2000; Verma, 1997). So there is a need for the student
to learn how to function in that way. The student can learn to be a designer
by gaining design knowledge. As Sonnenwald (1996) claimes,
communication is an important aspect of knowledge exploration and
collaboration. The communication necessary for design knowledge takes
place within the studio setting in design education. The primary role in this
communication belongs to the design instructor. Teymur (1996) states that in
order for artifacts or events to become intelligible, knowable, teachable and
learnable in the context of design education, they must be transformed into
educational objects first. Design instructor is the one who can make this
transformation. For that reason, design instructor should figure out the
students' needs and find out the ways of teaching the related knowledge.
For a beginner student, it is hard to understand what the design instructor
says and expects in order to start designing, although s/he wishes to start
designing as soon as possible. From the other point of view, it is also very
hard for the design instructor to give the necessary information to someone
who does not know anything about design. In this case, the communication
between the two parties becomes the subject of attention. The design
instructor should be as clear as possible in her/his descriptions and the way
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he/she represents the necessary knowledge by analysing each student’s way
of understanding and developing different strategies of representing
knowledge for each student. Also, the student should try to understand what
the design instructor is talking about by learning the necessary terminology
that is very complicated in architectural design education. If the two parties’
efforts succeed through time, a very special interaction between the design
instructor and design student occurs and it is very hard to understand for
someone who is out of this interaction (Brusasco et al., 2000; Schön, 1987).
This process of interaction between the design instructor and design student
is named as critique.
Schön (1987) discusses two interacting ways that are carried out through the
critique process: 1. telling and listening, 2. demonstrating and imitating. In
telling and listening, the important thing is to tell the necessary instructions to
the student. There is not a magic distinction between the studio and outer
world, that means anything that is difficult for the student out of the studio, is
also difficult for him/her in the studio. The difference is that s/he can get the
necessary information to overcome the difficulties in the studio. Actually
telling and listening is not a one-way interaction, it is a continuous and
reciprocal action between the two parties. When the design instructor tells,
the student listens, and turns the information that s/he gets from this action
into some outcomes about the problem. Then students create some solutions
and represent them to the design instructor. This time it is the student’s turn
to tell and design instructor is the listener. This relationship is continuous
during the design studio.
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In the second case, there is demonstrating and imitating. The design
instructor demonstrates parts or aspects of designing in order to help the
student grasp what he/she believes the student needs to learn and in doing
so, attributes to the student a capacity for imitating. In life, most of the time,
humans try to imitate ones who are good at doing any action in order to do
the same action. After the imitating process, the individual can create the
variations of that action. Imitative reconstruction of an observed action is a
kind of problem solving. By making small changes in the interval pieces of an
imitated action, one can discover new results. This brings forth the two
strategies of imitation; first, reproducing a process, second, copying its
product (Schön, 1987). In the first case, student imitates the action of the
design instructor, but in the second case when the student will carry on the
same action, this time he/she imitates himself/herself. Shortly, there is a shift
from imitating the other to imitating oneself.
Each design instructor has his/her strategy while communicating with the
student. Some prefer telling and others prefer demonstrating. Actually, most
design instructors prefer both. Thus it can be said in the design studio,
design instructors’ telling and showing are interwoven, as are the students’
listening and imitating. Each process can help to fill the communication gap
inherit in the other.
Schön (1984, 1987) proposed referring to all of these means of
communication as reflection-in-action. Student reflects on the action of the
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instructor and instructor reflects on the action of the student. These mutual
reflection activities form the critique process (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1. Critique process between the instructor and the student.
According to Uluoğlu (1990, 1996), the main characteristic of the design
studio is the interaction of an action and thought between the design
instructor and the student. Not only one to one (face to face) criticisms, but
also some other forms of interaction such as group interaction and jury
sessions between two parties (instructor/s vs. student/s) formulate the
interaction of action and thought (Uluoğlu, 1990; Wender and Roger, 1995).
When studio criticism is examined in a communication-interaction model,
three different models of interaction can be formulated (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Different forms of interaction within the design studio.
Critique is defined by Fischer et al. (1993) as a dialog that is for the
interposition of a reasoned opinion about any design action that triggers
further reflection on or changes to the designed artifact. According to their
discussion, human understanding in design evolves through the critique
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process that is existing knowledge and therefore expanding the store of
design knowledge (Fischer et. al, 1993: p. 285). In the design studio, the
understanding of designer in design situations is increased through critique
process by pointing out the problematic situations during the design process.
Besides, critique process support the integration of problem framing and
solving by providing the linkage between the design specifications and
construction.  Lastly, through critique process designers have the chance to
access necessary information in the infinite information space that is
provided by the design environment (Fischer et. al, 1993; Schön, 1983).
During the studio process in design education the basic information source is
the studio instructor. In a way, the studio instructor can be named as the data
bank or potential information source for the design student. Both in lecture
type instructions and in criticism type instructions, the studio instructor is the
first choice for the student to learn about their professional education. So it is
important for the design student to understand the instructions, which is
another important factor in learning activity. If understanding is considered as
the ability to follow instructions successfully and readily then three basic
factors affecting cognitive load while dealing with instructions can be
considered: a) prior experience, b) the intrinsic nature of the information and
c) the organisation of the instruction (Marcus et al., 1996). In design
education, the prior experience is related to two factors. These are the
experience of the design student in design education and the previous
professional experience in the professional world as a student. The first is
related to the class level of the student, as an example, a senior student can
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understand new information easier than a freshman student. The second is
also an important factor since it has always been the subject of discussion in
theoretical design education. Verma (1997) found that most of the studies on
design education have concentrated on the teaching of professional design
theory through studio instructions, but the effects and importance of prior
preparedness of the design student remains speculative. As a reason for this
speculative situation Verma (1997) claims the interdisciplinary and dispersed
nature of design theory education. In addition, she found that the sheer
breadth of the field that makes it hard to directly attribute the design quality
output to the theoretical training. Since design can be considered as an
open-ended problem solving process and design theory as an instrumental
theory that supports the cognitive load, these characteristics should be
considered during the design education process.
Through the design process in the studio setting, there is a knowledge flow
between the occupants of this environment. The basic education style in the
design studio depends on this knowledge transfer mechanisms. The crucial
aim is to build up the architecture student’s knowledge structures by
transferring necessary information in order to make the student to think and
act as a professional designer in problem solving. Another important thing is
that the design student should be motivated and energised to make personal
statements and to be inventive (Higgott, 1996). The current emphasis on
architectural education is to socialise its participants into an artistic paradigm,
which is an intuitive, introverted, and feeling process (Stamps, 1994). Not
only transferring the necessary knowledge but transferring this knowledge in
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a way that it is accessible to all of the learners are very important. Martin
(1999, p.3) claims that;
... training involves transmitting information and ideas from
the trainer to the learner, all one must do to be a good
educator is to have a solid knowledge of the material and the
ability to clearly present the information by organising ideas
well, articulating them systematically, then illustrating them.
The characteristics of effective instructions certainly include
the above components, but ability to emphasise with
students and the ability to present ideas so that they are
open to challenge are needed to ensure effectiveness.
The relationship between the instructor and the student shown in Figures 2.1
and the discussion above indicate that design education best fits to the
concept of experiential learning theory in the sense of learning process. In
this case, not only the students’ learning styles, but also the learning styles of
the instructor become important since there is a mutual relationship in design
education.
As Rogers (1999) points out, all human beings have a propensity to learn.
The role of the teacher is to facilitate such learning and this is completely true
for design education. So, the design instructor should set a positive climate
for learning, clarify the purposes of the learner, organise the available
learning resources, balance both intellectual and emotional components of
learning, and share the feelings and thoughts with learners but without
dominating. In order to provide these conditions, the way both the instructor
and the student learn, should be figured out.
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With the scope of information above, the critique process model depicted in
Figure 2.3 can be considered through the Experiential Learning Theory that
will be discussed in Chapter 3. The ways of learning for both the instructor
and the student might be different. During the perceive and process stage
they can activate teaching and learning according to their learning
preferences. When instructor is telling something to the student, s/he is an
activist-pragmatist since the student is reflector-theorist at this stage. When it
is the time for the student to present her/his work, this time the student
becomes the activist-pragmatist since this time the instructor is the reflector-
theorist. During these information transfer processes, both parties can
present their ideas verbally and visually.
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Figure 2.3. Critique Process through Experiential Learning Theory
In sum, it is obvious that the design studio and the communication levels in a
design studio are the most crucial elements for architectural design
education. Learning in an architectural design studio depends upon the
communication of creative ideas and the fit between the way of instructions
and the learning styles of the students.
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As mentioned previously, most of the studies on design education have been
based on curriculum content or the new technologies in the educational
process and very few of the studies deal with the studio process. The studies
that deal with the studio process are generally focused on the mutual
interaction between the occupants of the design studio as a communication
model. In this sense, learning plays an important role for this communication
since the subject of attention is an educational setting. Hardy (1996) claims
that different ways of seeing reveal different ways of designing and it can
also be claimed that different ways of learning may reveal different ways of
seeing. So in this study, the discussion conducted above is considered
through learning theories. For this reason, learning theories and the
Experiential Learning Theory of Kolb are considered in the following chapter
(Kolb, 1984; Smith and Kolb, 1996).
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3. LEARNING
Learning is one of the most important individual processes that occurs in
every part of human life, as in organisations, education and training programs
(Martin, 1999). Learning theories are concerned with the effects of
information on attitudes (Thong and Yap, 1996). In this chapter, after a brief
description of learning, learning processes is discussed through Experiential
Learning Theory and learning styles are examined. Finally, the Learning
Styles Inventory (LSI) of Kolb is defined and discussed as an instrument for
learning preferences.
3.1. Learning Process and the Learning Styles
It is recognised by educational leaders nowadays that the process of learning
is critically important and the way individuals learn is the key to educational
improvement (Griggs, 1999; Leutner and Plass, 1998).  According to Kelly
(1999), the most important studies that have shaped the general view of
teaching occurred in the field of psychology instead of education. These were
the studies of a number of researchers who have been dealing with the
learning process itself that structured the learning theories through learning
preferences and cognitive style of the individuals (Bailey et.al, 2000; Busato
et.al; 2000, Federico, 2000; Honey, 1999; Hsu, 1999; Kraus et. al, 2001;
Lewis and Bolden, 1989; Nembhard and Uzumeri, 2000; Oosterheert and
Vermunt, 2001; Sadler-Smith, 2001; Tinajero and Paramo, 1998).
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It can be assumed that learning takes place when someone knows
something which s/he did not know before or is able to do something which
s/he was not able to do before (Learning to Learn, 1999). Generally most
people think that attending some formal courses or classes and receiving a
certificate at the end is the only and best way of learning (Gupta, 1999).
These are the external factors of learning process, but they cannot work
alone. There are also internal factors in learning process such as individual
differences. These factors are considered under the topic of learning styles of
the individuals. An individual's preferred method for receiving information in
any learning environment is the learning style of that individual (Kraus et al.,
2001).
Hsu (1999) states that learning is an interactive process as a product of
student and teacher activity within a specific learning environment. This
represents the traditional model of teaching that is based on the information
transfer from a source to a destination. The source is usually the teacher or
the instructor and the destination is the student or the learner. If all humans
were similar to each other in all processes, then there would be no problem
with this traditional model. However, all human beings are mentally,
psychologically, physiologically, etc. different from each other. So the
learning processes of each individual differ. This means the knowledge that
is obtained from the same information transfer process differs from individual
to individual. Smith and Kolb (1996, p.9) state:
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… while we all learn all the time,  we do not all learn alike.
As a result of our unique set of experiences, we each
develop preferred styles of learning. These learning styles
are simply the way we prefer to absorb and incorporate
new information. Our learning style affects the way we
solve problems, make decisions, and develop and change
our attitudes and behaviour. It also largely determines the
career in which we will find the most comfortable fit; and
perhaps most important for the trainer or teacher, it
determines what kind of learning experience each type of
learner will find effective, comfortable, and growth
promoting.
The key for an effective learning in this case is to understand the range of
learners' styles and to design the instructions in a way that they respond the
learning needs of all individuals (Fox and Bartholomae, 1999; Hsu, 1999).
So learning can be defined as an internal process that is different for every
individual and learning style can be described as the way individuals acquire
new information. Fox and Bartholomae (1999) describe learning styles as a
biological and developmental set of personal characteristics, which is defined
by the way individual process information. Each learner has her/his preferred
ways of perception, organisation and retention that are distinctive and
consistent (Chou and Wang, 2000; Hsu, 1999). Studies on learning
processes are formalised to understand these individual differences. The
starting point is that different people have different ways of learning which
seem natural and preferable for them. This means that some types of
learning experience suit them better than others. By a suitable, preferred
learning type, the individual can learn lots of things, if not, all of the
experience can turn to be a waste of time (Learning to Learn, 1999). The
extension of the individual differences in cognitive style and learning
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preferences can be considered through the Experiential Learning Theory of
Kolb (Bailey et al., 2000; Fox and Bartholomae, 1999; Honey, 1999; Hsu,
1999; Kolb, 1984; Sadler-Smith, 2001; Smith and Kolb, 1996).
3.2. Experiential Learning Theory
In the beginning of the 1980’s, a number of researchers stressed that the
heart of learning lies in the way individuals process experience and their
critical reflection of experience (Kelly, 1999; Roger, 1999). Moreover, the
importance of experience in human life has been pointed more and more in
recent cognitive and humanistic research. Kelly (1999) discusses the factors
of learning that were pointed out by Saljo in 1979. Saljo created a
hierarchical list of learning activity. According to this classification, learning
1. brings about increase in knowledge,
2. is memorising,
3. is about developing skills and methods, and acquiring facts that
can be used as necessary,
4. is about making sense of information, extracting meaning and
relating information to everyday life,
5. is about understanding the world through reinterpreting knowledge
(cited in Kelly, 1999, p.2).
According to this classification, it is clear that through the life experience,
learning becomes a more internal and experience-based process as seen in
the last two steps of Saljo’s classification, while in the first steps of the
classification it seems more external. From these points of view, one is faced
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with the theory of experiential learning. Smith and Kolb (1996, p.9) claimes
that
… Experiential learning offers a fundamentally different
view of how we all learn – one considerably broader than
that commonly associated with traditional teaching
activities, or even with the classroom. This theory is
essentially that we learn as a direct result of our immediate,
here-and-now experience, and that learning happens in all
human settings – from school to shop floor, from research
laboratory to management boardroom, in personal
relationships and in the aisles of the local grocery store…
Rogers (1999) states that learning can be considered as a cycle that begins
with experience, continues with reflection and later leads to action that
becomes a concrete experience for reflection. Kolb’s (1984) refinement on
the concept of reflection brings two separate learning activities that are
perceiving and processing. Also, he added abstract conceptualisation in
which the individual tries to find answers that are formed at the critical
reflection stage. The individual makes generalisations, draws conclusions
and forms hypotheses about the experience in this stage. Finally, in the
action phase, the individual tries the hypotheses out and this is the active
experimentation phase (Kelly, 1999; Kolb, 1984; Martin, 1999; Smith and
Kolb, 1996).
Kolb (1984) approaches learning as a circular process. There are four
stationary points of this process (Hsu, 1999; Smith and Kolb, 1996):
1. Concrete experience,
2. Observations and reflections,
3. Formation of abstract concepts and generalisations,
4. Testing implications of concepts in new situations.
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According to this circular process, concrete experience is followed by
observation and reflection; this leads to the formulation of abstract concepts
and generalisations, and later the implications of concepts in new situations
are tested through active experimentation (Fox and Bartholomae, 1999; Hsu,
1999; Kolb, 1984; Kraus et. al, 2001; Sadler-Smith, 2001; Smith and Kolb,
1996; Willcoxson and Prosser, 1996). This circular process was
demonstrated through a cycle that is called the Experiential Learning Model
(Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1. The Experiential Learning Model (Smith and Kolb, 1996, p.10).
3.2.1. Four Learning Modes of Experiential Learning Theory
Willcoxson and Prosser (1996) stated that the four learning modes of Kolb's
Experiential Learning Theory form two bipolar learning dimensions as
concrete/abstract (the vertical axis in Figure 3.2) and active/reflective (the
horizontal axis in Figure 3.2). Any learner would consciously move through all
the modes of the learning cycle from a hypothetical point of view (Kolb, 1984;
Learning to Learn, 1999; Smith and Kolb, 1996; Willcoxson and Prosser,
1996). However, most of the practical experiences and researches on the
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subject show that not all the learners equally experience each stage of this
cycle. Not any stage of the cycle is better than another, this means the
preferences of learners among the stages of the cycle do not make them
better or worse learners. Each individual has a preferred learning style
resulting from the tendency to either learn through Concrete Experience (CE)
or through the construction of theoretical frameworks that is Abstract
Conceptualisation (AC) combined with the tendency to either learn through
Active Experimentation (AE) or through reflection by Reflective Observation
(RO). Concrete Experience (CE) refers to learning by experiencing.
Individuals who rely on CE perceive through their senses, immerse
themselves in concrete reality, and rely heavily on their intuition, rather than
step back and think through the elements of the situation analytically, where
others who rely on Abstract Conceptualisation (AC) are thinking about,
analysing, or systematically planning, rather than using intuition or sensation
as a guide, since AC is learning by thinking (Smith and Kolb, 1996). This was
stated as the Concrete-Abstract dimension in which the new information
perceived (Smith and Kolb, 1996). As the second essential element of
learning, Smith and Kolb (1996) stated that there was the Active-Reflective
dimension in which the absorbed information and experience processed.
Individuals rely on Active Experimentation (AE) are the doers, while the ones
who rely on Reflective Observation (RO) are the watchers. AE is learning by
doing and RO is learning by reflecting (Smith and Kolb, 1996) (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Four learning modes of Experiential Learning Theory
3.2.2. Four Learning Style Types of Experiential Learning
 Theory
The learning style preferences resulting from the two bipolar scales of the
Learning Cycle were described by Kolb (1984) as Accommodating (AE/CE),
Divergent (CE/RO), Assimilating (RO/AC) and Convergent (AC/AE). These
four different learning styles were labelled according to the individuals’
preferred information perceiving and processing modes (Hsu, 1999). In other
Concrete Experience (CE)
Learning by experiencing
? Learning from specific
experiences
? Relating to people
? Being sensitive to feelings and
people
Active Experimentation
(AE)
Learning by doing
? Showing ability to get
things done
? Taking risks
? Influencing people and
events through action
Abstract Conceptualization
(AC)
Learning by thinking
? Logically analyzing ideas
? Planning systematically
? Acting on intellectual
understanding of a situation
Reflective Observation
(RO)
Learning by reflecting
? Carefully observing
before making
judgements
? Viewing issues from
different perspectives
? Looking for the meaning
of things
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words, the place of any individual both in the vertical and horizontal axis
represents the exact learning style of that individual. Each learning style has
its own strengths and weaknesses but that does not mean that one is better
than another.
Accommodating learners (Figure 3.3) are best at CE and AE, the greatest
interest of accommodating learners lies in doing things (Kolb, 1984; Smith
and Kolb, 1996). As Hsu states (1999) accommodating learners grasp their
environments concretely through their feelings and utilize action to transform
information obtained. Accommodating learners are risk takers and they enjoy
seeking out new experiences. This kind of learners tends to solve problems
in an intuitive, trial-and-error manner and instead of their own analytic ability,
they rely on others for information (Hsu, 1999; Kolb, 1984; Smith and Kolb,
1996).
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Figure 3.3. Four learning styles through learning cycle
Diverging learners (see Figure 3.3) are best at CE and RO. This kind of
learners are interested in people and tend to be imaginative and emotional
(Smith and Kolb, 1996). As Hsu (1999) proposed, diverging learners have the
ability to synthesize and/or assimilate a wide-range of totally different
observations into a comprehensive explanation that enables them to
generate many ideas. They are less concerned with theories and
generalisations. Their approach to situations is in a less thoughtful,
systematic or scientific way, therefore their abilities to make decisions are
inhibited (Hsu, 1999).
Concrete Experience
(CE)
Active Experimentation
(AE)
Abstract Conceptualization
(AC)
Reflective Observation
(RO)
DIVERGING
CONVERGING
ACCOMODATING
ASSIMILATING
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Assimilating learners (see Figure 3.3) have the opposite learning strengths of
Accommodating learners. Their dominant learning abilities are AC and RO.
Assimilating learners' experience their world symbolically and transform it to
information through thought. They are less interested in people and more
concerned with abstract concepts, but are less concerned with the practical
use of theories (Smith and Kolb, 1996). It is more important for assimilating
learners that the theory is logically sound and precise.
Converging learners (see Figure 3.3) have opposite learning strengths of the
diverging learners. The dominant learning abilities for converging learners
are AC and AE. Hsu  (1999) states that converging learners bring a logical,
pragmatic and unemotional perspective to any situation. Converging learners
are more concerned with the relative truth than absolute truth. The
knowledge of converging learners is organised, so that through hypothetical-
deductive reasoning, they can focus their knowledge on specific problems
(Smith and Kolb, 1996: p.14). According to Smith and Kolb’s (1996)
description, converging learners are unemotional and prefer to deal with
things rather than people.
Although it was proposed that every individual have a constant learning style,
this does not mean that there would not be any change or shift in the learning
style preferences of individuals. Through time and development, there may
be some shifts in the learning styles of individuals. As Willcoxson and
Prosser (1996) proposed, the influence of long-term and short-term
situational factors upon learning modes implies not only professional or
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academic demands that may permanently or temporarily affect and alter
learning style preferences but also any individual will respond to the
demands of different learning contents by utilising different learning
strategies. Thus, any individual may reflect a different learning style for
her/his work attitude while reflecting a different learning style for his/her
household life. It is also possible to have some shifts in the learning styles
through an educational process. Any student’s learning style could be
changed after a period of education.
Not only the students’ but also the teachers’ learning preferences and styles
have a great role in the educational environment. If there is conflict between
the learning style of the student and the style of the given course, a failure in
success becomes inevitable. It can be said that the challenge for educational
settings is to assess the learning style characteristics of the students and to
provide teaching opportunities that are compatible with those characteristics
(Griggs, 1999). Guild (1994) suggested that students can be more successful
when using the strengths of their style or preferences, but it should not be
forgotten that diverse teaching styles are essential in education process.
3.3. Learning Style Inventory Tests
It is possible to find different studies on learning styles in the literature. Four
major models of learning style preferences are The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI), Hertmann Brain Dominance Instrument (HBDI), Felder-
Silverman Learning Style Model and Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory (LSI)
(Felder, 1996). There are several learning style studies by different
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researchers who have used different models of learning style preferences
(Bailey et. al, 2000, Busato et. al, 2000; Furnham, 1996; Furnham et. al,
1999; Nembhard and Uzumeri, 2000; Oosterheert and Vermunt, 2001).
Although all of these styles classify different learning types in different
manners, their aim and approach to solutions are similar. Since the
instructional approaches around the cycle of the models are essentially
identical, it is not important which model is chosen (Felder, 1996). The
Learning Style Inventory (LSI) was first developed by Kolb in 1976 (LSI 1)
and revised later in 1985 (LSI 2). In this study, LSI 2, which is the revised
version of Kolb’s Learning Styles Inventory, was used as an instrument for
figuring out learning styles (Kolb, 1999). There were two reasons of selecting
this model as the instrument; first, it is one of the most popular scales in the
literature and used by a lot of researchers (Chou and Wang, 2000; Federico,
2000; Fox and Bartholomae, 1999; Hsu, 1999; Kraus et. al, 2001; Reed et.al,
2000; Sadler-Smith, 2001; Willcoxson and Prosser, 1996), and secondly
design education can be discussed better through Experiential Learning
Theory.
3.3.1. The Learning Style Inventory (LSI)
In 1976, when Learning Style Inventory (LSI 1) was first published, it was
used extensively in both professional and academic settings to identify the
learning preferences of different groupings. Since the first LSI was open to
question in validity and reliability, Kolb re-considered the LSI 1 and in 1985
published a revised version known as LSI 2. The second version of LSI was
used more by teachers and educators (Smith and Kolb, 1996). Willcoxson
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and Prosser (1996) claimed that there were still few studies on validity and
reliability of LSI2. According to their study, the LSI 2’s internal validity was
better than LSI 1 but they claimed that it was open to question if this
increases the reliability of LSI 2 or not (Willcoxson and Prosser, 1996).
In LSI 1, both learning style preferences and the relative strength of
preference for each learning mode were required by the ranking of 36 single
words describing the learning strategies (comprising nine sets of four
response alternatives). In LSI 2, the learning style preferences and the
relative strength of preference for each learning mode were required by the
ranking of 48 short sentences about learning (comprising twelve sets of four
response alternatives).
3.3.2. Interpretation of LSI 2
Actually, LSI 2 is a self-inventory test for the individuals, but it is used as a
base for further analysis in this study. The test is formed of twelve open-
ended questions that have four different alternative responses. Each
question asks respondents to rank-order four sentence endings in a way that
best describe their learning style. After answering all of the questions, four
scores are calculated according to the key of the test. These scores are
clustered under four modes of the learning cycle; CE, RO, AC, and AE. After
this procedure these four scores are placed on the Cycle of Learning graph
(Figure 3.4). In this way some kite shaped diagrams are formed and these
identify the preferred learning style type of a particular respondent. This kite
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shape explains the relative preferences for the four phases of the learning
cycle.
Figure 3.4. The cycle of learning (Kolb, 1999, p.3).
The combined scores explain which of the four dominant learning styles best
describes the respondent. For this stage, the scores of four learning modes
(AC, CE, AE, and RO) are used in the formula given below in order to obtain
the two combination scores:
                           (AC) – (CE)  =  (AC-CE)
                   (AE) – (RO)  =  (AE-RO)
Then, the found scores are located on the Learning Style Type Grid (Figure
3.5). The closer the data point is to the centre of the grid, the more balanced
ReflectingDoing
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the learning style is. If the data point falls near any of the far corners of the
grid, a particular learning style is heavily relied on.
Figure 3.5. Learning style type grid (Kolb, 1999, p.6).
According to the kite shape and the position in the Learning Style Type Grid,
the relative learning strengths and weakness are found out. These results do
not show whether the respondent is a good or a bad learner. They only show
the learning style preferences of the learners. As mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter, learning is one of the most important individual processes and
it occurs in every part of human life. Also, the term learning is inseparable
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with the concept of education. For this reason, it is important to study this
process to improve the educational aspects in all educational settings.
3.4. Experiential Learning in Architectural Education
In olden times the designer was more than a design person but also a
scientist, philosopher, theorist and artist. As discussed in Chapter 2,
architecture is a multi-disciplinary, multi-skilled, multi-dimensional and multi-
media practice. Designers need the knowledge of many crafts, technologies,
theories, and the ability to communicate with the specialists of many fields.
This is also valid for the education of the discipline. The previous discussion
on design studio exposed that the design activity is a long process and
experience based. For these reasons, the learning process in design
education was considered through Experiential Learning Theory.
In learning theory literature, it is pointed out that certain learning styles tend
to gravitate toward certain career types (Aşkar and Akkoyunlu, 1994; Kolb,
1984, 1999; Smith and Kolb, 1996; Tinajero and Paramo, 1998; Willcoxson
and Prosser, 1996). It is also mentioned that within a particular career there
might be sub-patterns of learning styles and interests to consider. So, it is
possible to see the effects of different learning styles in the same career type,
say, an accommodating learner in design discipline prefers to do the practice
of the profession, while an assimilating learner prefers working on the
theoretical and scientific aspects of the profession. Although it is possible to
make rough classifications of job careers through learning styles, some jobs
in any career type include a spectrum of learning styles. Kolb (1999) states
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that it is a mistake to predict the career from the learning style of someone. It
is better to use the Learning Style Inventory as an aid for the consideration of
careers, by thinking about what aspects of certain jobs might be most
conducive to the one's learning style. Also, it is mentioned that, there is the
possibility of a shift between the learning styles through time according to the
job or living situations of the individuals.
When the curriculum content of architectural education is considered, it is
possible to propose that all learning styles are effective in architectural
education. According to the characteristics of different courses as being
either technical or artistic, different learning styles may be more effective.
Since it is claimed that design studio is the combination of all other courses in
architectural education, all learning styles are effective in different stages of
the design process. In general, it can be hypothesised that mostly the
participants of design profession belong to either accommodating and/or
converging styles that belong to the left side of learning cycle (see Figure
3.4) since the profession is considered as a practice based career.
Nevertheless, when the theory part of the profession is in consideration, it is
also possible to propose that other learning styles are also effective in design
discipline.
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4. A RESEARCH STUDY
The Interior Architecture and Environmental Design Department of Bilkent
University has a goal to improve the education quality of the department by
conducting a series of research. The educators are now concentrated on
understanding the learning process, particularly how individuals learn to
assist them in the design process and implementation of teaching to enhance
learning. Individual differences in learning and instruction have been a major
focus of educational and psychological research for the past decades (Aşkar
and Akkoyunlu, 1994; Bailey et.al, 2000; Busato et. al, 2000; Durling et. al,
1996; Felder, 1996; Furnham et. al, 1996; Furnham et. al, 1999; Guild, 1994;
Hartman, 1995; Hsu, 1999; Leutner and Plass, 1998; Shaw and Marlow,
1999; Slaats et. al, 1999; Willcoxson and Prosser, 1996), whereas research
oriented to design education did not pay any attention to learning styles.
Therefore, the main focus of this study is to consider design education
through Experiential Learning Theory and effects of Learning Style
Preferences on design education. For this reason, a research was conducted
which was formed of two parts; in the preliminary part, the relationships
between the performance scores of students and their learning styles were
analysed and in the second part that was the design experiment, an
experiment was designed to find out the effects of learning styles on different
stages of a design process. All the data and statistical analysis were carried
out through SPSS software (Howitt and Cramer, 1999; Cramer, 1998).
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4.1. The Subjects
The freshman students of the Department of Interior Architecture and
Environmental Design at Bilkent University were selected as the subjects for
this study. The reason of selecting the 1st year students is that the profession
has not affected their learning styles, yet.
4.2. Research Questions
• Are there any significant differences in the performance scores of
design students across learning styles, sex and learning styles-sex
interaction in different courses?
• Are there any significant differences in the performance scores of
design students across learning styles, high school type and
learning styles-high school type interaction in different courses?
• Is there any significant difference across learning style types in
different stages of design education?
4.3. Methodology of the Preliminary Part
In the preliminary part of the research, it was aimed to find out, whether there
is any interaction between sex and learning styles in the performance scores
of the freshman interior architecture students. Also, some statistics have
been done to figure out the general profiles of the subject groups. Firstly, the
learning styles of the selected student groups were determined by using the
Learning Styles Inventory Test (LSI 2) of Kolb (Kolb, 1999; Smith and Kolb,
1996). The final grades of the students from four different freshman year
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courses and semester academic performance scores (GPA) were considered
as the performance scores. These five different performance scores were
compared according to the sex difference and learning styles. This research
was applied to two different subject groups (freshman students of the 1999-
2000 academic year and freshman students of the 2000-2001 academic
year) as the first test and second test. The validity of the research was
checked by comparing the general profiles and the distribution of the
students according to the learning style type grid for two groups.
4.3.1. General Profile of the Subjects
In the first part of the study, the aim was to obtain information about the
characteristics of the subjects as sex, age, and the high school attended
(Appendix A). Then the learning styles of the subject groups were figured out
by using the Learning Styles Inventory Test (LSI 2) of Kolb. The analysis of
variance tests were conducted by considering the performances of the
freshman students in different courses through sex and learning styles.
There were 111 freshman students in the first group and 88 freshman
students in the second group. The age distribution in both groups was
between 17 to 25. The mean age for the first group was 19.83 (Std.Dev.
0.13) and the mean age for the second group was 20.14 (Std.Sev. 1.60). The
frequency of age distribution is given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Age Distribution of Two Subject Groups
First Group Second Group
Age Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
17 0 0 2 2.3
18 15 13.5 10 11.4
19 37 33.3 19 21.6
20 31 27.9 27 30.7
21 18 16.2 15 17.0
22 5 4.5 8 9.1
23 1 0.9 3 3.4
24 3 2.7 3 3.4
25 1 0.9 1 1.1
Total 111 100.0 88 100.0
In the first group, there were 58 (52.3%) males and 53 (47.7%) females while
in the second group, there were 51 (58%) males and 37 (42%) females. In
Figure 4.1, the distribution of the subjects according to the type of high
school that they graduated from is presented for two groups. In the first
group, 64 (57.7%) students graduated from a private high school while 38
(34.2%) graduated from state high schools. Only one student (0.9%) was
from a vocational high school while 8 students (7.2%) graduated from an
Anatolian high school. For the second group, 42 (47.7%) students graduated
from private high schools while 38 (43.2%) graduated from state high
schools. There were 2 (2.3%) students graduated from vocational high
schools and 6 (6.8%) from Anatolian high schools. The high school type is
quite important since the education medium is in English at Bilkent
University. The ones who were from Private or Anatolian High Schools have
been practicing English as a second language for a longer period compared
to the ones from state high schools since those students had started to learn
English in the preparatory school of the University (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 The distribution of students according to high school type.
According to the results of LSI 2 test, the distribution of the subject groups in
the four learning styles was determined (Table 4.2). The distribution of
subjects in learning style type grid showed that the learning style preferences
were similar in both groups. The number of accommodating students were
lower than the other learning style preferences, where most of the students'
learning style preferences were assimilating and converging in both groups
although the participants of two subject groups were different. This fact is
considered as a proof for the validity of the Learning Styles Inventory Test
(LSI 2) for the existing research.
Table 4.2. The Distribution of Subjects through Learning Styles
First Group Second Group
Learning styles Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Accommodating 11 9.9 11 12.5
Diverging 17 15.3 20 22.7
Assimilating 38 34.2 28 31.8
Converging 45 40.5 29 33.0
Total 111 100.0 88 100.0
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the distribution of the two different subject groups
through The Learning Style Type Grid.
Figure 4.2. The distribution of the two different subject groups through The
        Learning Style Type Grid.
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4.3.2. Internal Validity and Reliability of the Study
The reliability of LSI was tested through Cronbach’s Standardised Scale
Alpha. The correlation between four different learning styles and two
combined scores (total of six items) were calculated. Then the means and
standard deviations of these six items were figured out. These values were
compared with the values found in Kolb’s Study. In Table 4.3, the alpha
scores of the two groups and Kolb’s study are depicted together. The values
found in this study are lower than Kolb’s study. There may be several
reasons for these lower scores; first there is a cultural difference between the
two subject groups, secondly the test was translated into Turkish and this
may cause some difficulties in understanding of the respondents and lastly
the number of subjects were smaller when compared with Kolb's Study (N=
1446).
Table 4.3. The Reliability Scores of Both Studies
Cronbach’s Standardized Scale Alpha
First Group Second Group Kolb’s Study
Concrete Experience (CE) .72 .70 .82
Reflective Observation (RO) .59 .62 .73
Abstract Conceptualism (AC) .62 .70 .83
Active Experimentation (AE) .61 .63 .78
Abstract – Concrete (AC – CE) .71 .73 .88
Active – Reflective (AE – RO) .59 .57 .81
Although the Cronbach’s Standardized Alpha Scale scores of the two
different subject groups are smaller than the scores in Kolb’s study, they are
close to each other. These similar reliability results together with the similar
distribution of students of two groups in learning style type grid are
considered as the factors that increase the validity of the existing study. The
In Table 4.4 the mean and standard deviations of both groups and Kolb’s
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Study are depicted. There are small differences between the mean and
standard deviation values between the two groups and Kolb’s study.
Table 4.4. The Average Raw Scale Scores of Both Studies
First Group Second Group Kolb’s Study
Mean (Std. Dev.) Mean (Std. Dev.) Mean (Std. Dev.)
Concrete Experience (CE) 23.41 (5.50) 24.10 (5.73) 26.00 (6.8)
Reflective Observation (RO) 30.25 (5.02) 30.23 (5.27) 29.94 (6.5)
Abstract Conceptualism (AC) 30.90 (5.02) 31.76 (6.03) 30.28 (6.7)
Active Experimentation (AE) 35.43 (4.87) 33.77 (5.78) 35.37 (6.9)
Abstract – Concrete (AC – CE) 7.49 (8.89) 7.66 (9.77) 4.28 (11.4)
Active – Reflective (AE – RO) 5.80 (8.12) 3.55 (8.04) 5.92 (11.0)
Table 4.5 represents the correlation between the four learning styles and two
combined scores of both groups and Kolb’s study. The most significant
difference between the correlation scores of two groups and Kolb’s Study is
noticed between the correlation on AC to AC-CE. In Kolb’s study it is -0.84
while in both groups the correlation are 0.83 and 0.84. In Kolb’s study, the
correlation of AC with AC-CE shows that when the abstract conceptualisation
score is high, learning activity on the vertical axis of learning cycle shifts
towards learning by experiencing. On the other hand, this study showed that
when abstract conceptualisation score is high, learning activity on the vertical
axis of learning cycle shifts towards learning by thinking for both groups (see
figure 3.2). The cultural difference can be stated as the reason of this
difference, since in another research study on the learning style preferences
of Turkish students by Aşkar and Akkoyunlu (1994), it was found that the
correlation of AC with AC-CE was also positive. As another reason, all the
subjects of this study were design students, so there may be the effect of
profession in this correlation.
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Table 4.5. Pearson Correlations among Learning Modes and Combined Scores
First Group CE RO AC AE AC-CE AE-RO
CE 1.000
RO -.23* 1.000
AC -.43** -.41** 1.000
AE -.45** -.35** -.13 1.000
AC-CE -.86** -.09 .83** .21* 1.000
AE-RO -.13 -.83** .18 .82** .18 1.000
*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Second Group CE RO AC AE AC-CE AE-RO
CE 1.000
RO -.29** 1.000
AC -.38** -.43** 1.000
AE -.40** -.16 -.29** 1.000
AC-CE -.82** -.10 .84** .06 1.000
AE-RO -.08 -.76** .09 .76** .10 1.000
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Kolb’s Study CE RO AC AE AC-CE AE-RO
CE 1.000
RO -.32 1.000
AC -.42 -.15 1.000
AE -.22 -.33 -.30 1.000
AC-CE -.85 .10 -.84 -.05 1.000
AE-RO .05 -.80 -.10 .83 -.09 1.000
4.3.3. Analysis of Variance of Performance Scores
The learning styles of the subjects were analysed through the performance
scores of four different courses (grades) and semester academic
performance scores (GPA) of freshman students. The learning styles and the
performance scores of four courses and academic performance scores were
compared according to the sex differences. The official grading system of the
university is used for performance scores. The grading system uses letter
grades with pluses and minuses. According to this system the highest grade
is “A” and quality-point equivalent is 4.00 while the lowest grade is “F” and
quality-point equivalent is 0.00. Passing grades range from “A” to “D-“ and “F”
is failing (Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6.  The Quality-Point Equivalents of the Grades
Grade Quality
Point
Grade Quality
Point
Grade Quality
Point
Grade Quality
Point
Grade Quality
Point
B+ 3.30 C+ 2.30 D+ 1.30
A 4.00 B 3.00 C 2.00 D 1.00 F 0.00
A- 3.70 B- 2.70 C- 1.70 D- 0.70
As mentioned above, the performance scores of the students in four courses
that are FA 101 Basic Design, FA 131 Technical Drawing and Lettering, FA
171 Art and Culture and FA 103 Drawing are considered separately and the
grades of the instructor related to that course are taken as the performance
scores of the students. The Univariate Analysis of each course’s
performance scores and GPA grades were conducted through the interaction
of learning styles and sex. Since not all of the participants have taken all of
the courses, the numbers of subjects are different for each course. In the first
group, there is no statistically significant effect of the interaction of learning
styles and sex in any of the dependent variables that are the performance
scores of the four different courses and GPA grades. In dependent variable
FA 131, there is a statistically significant mean difference across sex with a
medium effect and an acceptable power level of 0.86. (F = 9.371, df = 1, 103,
p = 0.003, η2 =0.083). Table 4.7 represents the analysis of variance across
sex and learning style groups as the subject factors and the performance
scores of FA 131 Technical Drawing and Lettering Course as the dependent
variable. The performance score means of males (M = 1.17, Std. Dev. =
0.95) and females (M = 0.73, Std. Dev. = 0.73) show that males performance
scores are higher than females in FA 131 Course as the dependent variable.
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Table 4.7. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects Dependent Variable FA131 in
       the First Group
Source of Variation
Sum of
squares
df Mean
square
F – ratio Prob. Eta
Squared
(η2)
Observed
Powera
LS 1.475 3 .492 .664 .576 .019 .186
Sex 6.936 1 6.936 9.371 .003b .083 .858
Interaction(LS * Sex) 1.178 3 .393 .530 .662 .015 .155
Error 76.239 103 .740
a  Computed using alpha = .05
b.  p < 0.01
In dependent variable FA 171, there is also a statistically significant mean
difference in sex with a medium effect but the power level is quite small as
0.66 (F = 5.736, df = 1, 82, p = 0.019, η2 = 0.65). Table 4.8 represents the
analysis of variance across sex and learning style groups as the subject
factors and the performance scores of FA 171 Art and Culture Course as the
dependent variable. The performance score means of males (M = 1.46, Std.
Dev. = 1.09) and females (M = 2.12, Std. Dev. = 1.14) show that females
performance scores are higher than males in FA 171 Course.
Table 4.8. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects Dependent Variable FA171 in
       the First Group
Source of Variation
Sum of
squares
df Mean
square
F – ratio Prob. Eta
Squared
(η2)
Observed
Powera
LS 3.817 3 1.272 1.057 .372 .037 .277
Sex 6.901 1 6.901 5.736 .019b .065 .658
Interaction(LS * Sex) 7.799 3 2.600 2.161 .099 .073 .532
Error 98.658 82 1.203
a  Computed using alpha = .05
b.  p < 0.05
In the second group, in FA 101 Basic Design Course, there is statistically
significant mean differences across learning style types with large effect and
a power level of 0.67 (F=2.947, df = 3, 57, p= 0.040, η2 = 0.134). The
Bonferroni test shows the performance scores of converging and diverging
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students differ significantly (p = 0.03) in a 95% confidence interval of 0.05 to
1.39. Table 4.9 illustrates the relationship between learning styles and sex
with dependent variable FA 101 Basic Design Course. There is no other
statistically significant difference that was found either in learning styles, sex
and the interaction of these two in consideration with the performance scores
of the students in the related courses and GPA grades.
Table 4.9. Tests of Between-Subjects Effects Dependent Variable FA101 in
      the Second Group
Source of Variation
Sum of
squares
df Mean
square
F - ratio Prob. Eta
Squared
(η2)
Observed
Powera
LS 4.230 3 1.410 2.947 .040b .134 .669
Sex .181 1 .181 .378 .541 .007 .093
Interaction (LS * Sex) 2.055 3 .685 1.432 .243 .070 .360
Error 27.269 57 .478
a.  Computed using alpha = .05
b. p < 0.05
Also, the Univariate Analysis of each course’s performance scores and GPA
grades were conducted through the interaction of learning styles and high
school type. No statistically significant difference was found across the
interaction of learning styles and high school type in any of the courses and
GPA grades in both groups. There is also, no significant mean difference
across high school type in all of the dependent variables.
4.4. Methodology of the Design Experiment
The design experiment was conducted as a series of exercises to be
completed in three weeks time. The chosen topic of the design problem was
staircases. During the three weeks time, students were expected to study
staircases, learn their functions and architectural components, then design a
staircase by serving the rules of technical drawing while experiencing
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different learning modes. The students were supposed to submit a product
that reflected the acquired knowledge in each stage of the learning process.
The products were used for performance assessment and the effects of
learning styles on different stages of design learning would be compared
through the outcomes of performance assessment tests. The students who
were the participants of the second group in the preliminary part constituted
the subject group of the design experiment.
4.4.1. Performance Assessments
Performance assessment was the mode of evaluation for the stages of the
study. Performance assessments provide greater realism of tasks and
greater complexity of tasks than traditional paper-and-pencil testing. Due to
the nature of design education, performance assessment is the most suitable
one among the many general evaluation systems; although they are time
consuming to use and require greater use of judgement in scoring (Gronlund,
1998; Haladyna, 1997).
As Gronlund (1998) states, the reasoning and skill outcomes that cannot be
adequately measured by the typical objective or essay test, can be evaluated
in a systematic way by performance assessments. These outcomes are
important in many different types of institutional education. It was mentioned
that skill outcomes were emphasised heavily in art and music courses,
industrial education, business education, agricultural education etc.
(Gronlund, 1998). As stated before, it is assumed that design is a
combination of art, craft, science and technology (Teymur, 1992). Skill
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outcomes can be assumed as the most important tool for evaluating
students’ performances. Since tests can figure out if students know what to
do in a particular situation or the level of theoretical knowledge on a specific
topic, performance assessments are needed to evaluate their actual
performance skills which are very crucial in design application courses.
In order to get an effective performance assessment result, there should be a
systematic approach in designing the instructional objectives and determining
the scope of the course. As Gronlund (1998) proposed some procedural
steps should be outlined for the main factors to be considered when making
performance assessments. In the first step, the performance outcomes
should be specified. Secondly, the focus of the assessment should be
selected, which can be a procedure or a product or both. Next step is the
selection of an appropriate degree of realism. Then, the performance
situation and the method of assessment should be selected. Lastly, the
method of observing, recording and scoring should be defined. The existing
study is described through these six procedural steps.
4.4.1.1. Performance Outcomes of the Design Experiment
Since the first step in performance assessment is to specify the intended
performance outcomes (Gipps and Murphy, 1999; Gronlund, 1998; Wiggins,
1993), each stage of the experiment and the expectations of each stage were
considered one by one. Gronlund (1998) claimes that specifying the
performance outcomes typically include a job or task analysis to identify the
specific factors that are most critical in the performance. Since it can be
difficult to identify all of the specific procedures of a particular performance, it
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is better to figure out the most crucial ones. For that reason, the performance
outcomes of the research were specified for each stage, separately.
Stage 1: The Research and the Report
The first stage consisted of two steps. In the first step, the students were
responsible to conduct a research on staircases as homework. They were
free to use any method in collecting information for their research. The
content of this research was to identify the description of a staircase with the
functional requirements, list the structural components of staircases and
present some visual examples. They could acquire knowledge from various
sources such as books, periodicals or internet, observe the realized
staircases or interview with some experts. Also, they could use combinations
of these sources. After this step, they had to prepare a report on the
conducted research. In the report, it was expected that the description of
staircase would be done clearly, the components listed and some visual
examples of different staircase types presented. The presentation quality of
the research report itself was another factor in considering the performance
outcomes of this stage. The students had one-week time to conduct the
research and submit the research report.
Stage 2: The Lecture and the 1st Studiowork
The second stage also consisted of two steps; namely, a lecture and a
drawing exercise on staircases. This stage was conducted within four hours
time in a studiowork session. The first step was a lecture on staircases that
was conducted by the instructor in 60 minutes. In this step, all the expected
information that had to be acquired in the first stage was discussed. In
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addition, the technical drawing rules related to drawing a staircase was
taught. After a fifteen minutes break, the second step of the second stage
lasted in 180 minutes. Although this stage was realised through two steps,
the second step was used for obtaining the performance outcomes. In this
step, the students were given the orthographic plans and sections of a three-
storey house and asked to design and locate a staircase that would provide
the vertical circulation for the given house project. They were free to design
an L-type, U-type or Wide U-type staircase within the limits of given
requirements. After this decision process, the students were asked to draw
the orthographic views (three plans from three different floor levels and one
section) of the designed staircase at 1/50 scale. At the end of the studio
session, the student works were collected and assessed for the performance
outcomes of this stage. For the performance assessment of the outcomes of
this stage, all the taught information on staircases and the drawing rules were
considered.
Stage 3: The Model
The third stage of the study was making a model of a staircase at 1/20 scale.
Students were asked to build up a model of their staircase that they had
designed and drawn in Stage 2 as homework. So the model was the
performance outcome of the third stage. For the assessment of this stage
besides constructing a properly functioning staircase, the material selection
and craftsmanship were also considered.
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Stage 4: The 2nd Studiowork
After these three stages, it was assumed that the students had learned all the
necessary information on staircases and about drawing a staircase through
experiencing different learning modes. In this stage, the students were asked
to do the orthographic drawings (three plans from three different floor levels
and one section) of the staircase that they had designed, drawn and built up
a model in the previous two stages, during the studiowork session that lasted
in 180 minutes at 1/50 scale. At the end of this stage, the student drawings
were collected and evaluated as the performance outcomes.
4.4.1.2. Selecting the Focus of the Assessment for the Four Stages of
Experiment
Performance assessments focus on either the procedure or the product, or
both. Although in the existing research, both the procedure (process) and the
product had importance, the main focus of the assessment was the product
in each stage.
Stage 1
The research was assigned as homework so it was impossible to observe the
process and record the procedure of the research for a performance
assessment. For this reason, the research report was considered as the
product that also reflected the procedure for the performance assessment.
The focus of the assessment for the research report was considered under
four headings. At first, the description of a staircase and the functional
requirements of staircases, secondly, a list of structural components of
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staircases, and thirdly, the visual examples given in the research report were
assessed. Lastly, the presentation quality of the report was considered as an
item for the assessment. The format, neatness, lettering and the organisation
of information were the issues considered in the presentation quality
assessment of the research report.
Stage 2
Stage 2 started with a lecture on staircases and followed by the technical
drawing rules of staircases. After these, there was a drawing exercise. The
students were asked to draw the orthographic views of a staircase. In this
exercise, the students were experiencing the application of the theoretical
knowledge that they had acquired during Stage 1 and the lecture. At the end
of the studio session, the student works were collected as the products of
Stage 2. The main focus of the assessment in this stage was the correctness
of the drawings. As another fact, the presentation of the works such as
format, neatness and lettering were the items of assessment.
Stage 3
Stage 3 is directly related to the product that was the model of a staircase.
This stage of the problem was conducted as a take home exercise, so the
focus of the assessment was directly related to the product. The students
were asked to build up a complete model of a staircase at 1/20 scale. The
consideration in the assessment of the model was correctness of the type of
the staircase, location of the staircase, usage of correct dimensions and
standards and the necessary components of a staircase. Besides the
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craftsmanship and completeness of the model were the other factors in the
performance assessment.
Stage 4
The focus of assessment in Stage 4 was directly related to the product as in
Stage 3. The students were asked to draw the orthographic views of their
models that they had done in the previous stage at 1/50 scale. In this stage, it
was expected that the final products should have met all the requirements of
orthographic drawings of a staircase. While assessing the products of Stage
4; the correctness of the staircase type, usage of all necessary structural
components and details, application of the correct technical drawing rules
and the presentation of drawings were considered for the performance
assessment.
4.4.1.3. Appropriate Degree of Realism
The nature of performance assessments in education falls between the usual
paper-and-pencil test and the performance in real-life situations (Gronlund,
1998; Haladyn, 1997). Most of the practice based courses in the curriculum
of design education such as design studio, technical drawing, detailing etc.
are related with real-life situations. So the selected design problems in these
courses are generally the demonstration of real-life design problems.
The degree of realism in the design problems that students face in their
education increases from the freshman year to the senior year. Since the
primary intention in the freshman year is to teach the principles and theories
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of basic design, the executed design problems are mostly abstract.
Comparing the Basic Design Studio with the Technical Drawing and Lettering
course, the second one deals more with concrete subjects, since the primary
intention of this course is to teach the technical drawing rules for
presentation. For this reason, in the existing study, a series of exercises
conducted in the Technical Drawing and Lettering course were selected for
the performance assessment in order to get a higher degree of realism.
As mentioned previously the design problem was a staircase and through a
series of exercises, students were expected to learn all the information about
staircases and the presentation methods of the architectural elements within
the scope of technical drawing rules.
There was a considerable degree of realism in each stage of the exercise.  In
the first stage during conducting the research, the students acquired
knowledge from various sources that consisted of information on real-life
examples while learning the function and concept, architectural components
and how to present a staircase visually. Also, they observed some real-life
visual examples that were either from printed sources or from the near
surroundings. The product of the second stage was the orthographic
drawings of a staircase that was connecting three floor levels of a house. In
this stage, the students were assigned to design and locate a staircase in a
given house project at 1/50 scale. After the design and decision processes,
they were supposed to draw the orthographic views of the staircase that they
had designed for the given project. In the third stage, the students were
asked to build up a model of the designed staircase at 1/20 scale. Through
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Stage 3, the students experienced with the three dimensionality of their own
design product. In the last stage, the students were asked to draw the
orthographic views of the same staircase that they had designed and drew in
Stage 2 and built up a three dimensional model in Stage 3 at 1/50 scale. Both
the two-dimensional and three-dimensional exercises that were assigned to
the students during the stages 2,3 and 4 were the presentation of a real-life
design problem in different media at different scales.
4.4.1.4. Performance Situation
Gronlund (1998, pp.144-149) states 6 different performance situations into
which performance assessments can be classified:
(1) paper-and-pencil performance: a regular assessment method that is
conducted through paper-and-pencil performance tests such as a written
examination, writing a composition, drawing examinations, etc.
(2) identification test: an assessment method related with the identification of
some procedures of a process or items of a product; for example,
description of the operation of an engine, etc.
(3) structured performance test: the situation of the performance is structured
in a way that all the participants respond to same set of tasks, in other
words the problem definition and expected outcomes from each
participant are same. All of the participants are given the same problem
and expected to perform in the same way.
(4) simulated performance: the given problem is a simulation of a real-life
situation such as driving a car, operating an engine, etc.
(5) work sample: assessment through a work sample of the given design
problem such as producing an object, building up a model, etc.
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(6) extended research project: an assessment method that consists of
several stages, such as defining and deciding the problem, make a
research on the selected problem, prepare a written explanation on the
problem, designing the product, and presenting the performance.
Gronlund (1998) claims that these categories are useful for describing and
illustrating various approaches used in performance assessment and they
overlap to some degree. In this research, the performance situations of each
stage consisted of these six categories in various combinations. In the first
stage, there were both paper-and-pencil performance and identification test.
Students were expected to acquire the required information from various
sources and identify the necessary data related to their research, such as
making a list of the architectural components of a staircase. After collecting
the data, they were responsible for preparing a report that was a paper-and-
pencil performance. The second, third and fourth stages could be considered
as both simulated performance situation and work samples since the
students were asked to design a staircase following by the drawings of it in
the second stage, to build up a model of it according to the simulated design
problem in the third stage, and lastly to do the two dimensional
representation of the work sample as a paper-and-pencil performance in the
fourth stage.
For an assessment under standard and controlled conditions, all of the four
stages provided a structured performance test. The performance situation
was structured in a manner that all the students respond to the same set of
tasks. The expectations at the end of each stage were the same for every
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single student. If the research was considered as a whole, it was also
possible to consider that the conducted experiment was designed as an
extended research project. Through the four stages of the experiment,
students were expressing their research ability, presenting their research
results, designing and building up a product and finally presenting the
designed product by their drawing ability. During this process, any previous
stage was being the feedback to the following one.
4.4.1.5. Method of Assessment
According to Gronlund (1998), commonly used procedures include
systematic observation and anecdotal records, checklists, and rating scales.
In the existing experiment, rating scales were selected as the tool for
assessment of students’ performances. Since the students were working in
different studios, it was not practical to make observations, anecdotal records
or checklists according to the procedures conducted. Then, the procedure
was evaluated through the products. For analytic and holistic scoring both
Rating Scales (provide analytic scoring, direct attention to the performance
dimensions to be observed, and provide a convenient form on which to
record the judgement) and Scoring Rubrics (useful for holistic judgements
that are based on an overall impression of the performance or product rather
than the consideration of the individual elements) were designed and used.
A different rating scale was prepared according to the final product of each
stage. In order to prepare the rating scale for each stage, a template that
itemised the expected outcomes for the product of each stage was prepared
(Table 4.10).
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 Table 4.10. A Template for Performance Assessment of Each Stage
Stages Product Items
1 Research report Description of a staircase and the functional requirements,
Listing the architectural components,
Giving visual examples,
Presentation of the report.
2 1st drawing
exercise
Completeness of the drawing,
Application of technical drawing rules,
Correctness of the staircase,
Presentation quality.
3 Model Completeness of the model,
Correctness of the model,
Craftsmanship.
4 2nd drawing
exercise
Completeness of the drawing,
Application of technical drawing rules,
Correctness of the staircase,
Presentation quality.
4.4.1.6. Method of Scoring
As described above, for each stage a different rating scale was designed
according to the nature of product. For stage 1, a holistic scoring rubric and
for the other three stages three rating scales that were for analytic scoring
were prepared. For this reason, the assessment tools of each stage was
described separately.
Stage 1
In the first stage, a research was conducted and a research report was
prepared. Besides the format of the research report, the students were free in
the organization of the acquired information about staircases in their research
report (Appendix B.1). Since they had not taken any lecture on the topic yet,
their research reports were assessed according to the appropriateness of the
information. For that reason, a scoring rubric that had four scales (excellent –
3, average – 2, poor - 1 and incomplete –0) was designed for the
assessment of the first stage instead of doing a rating scale. If all of the
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issues were not present or if the research report was not submitted, the
rating was incomplete (0) for all of the issues. The assessment was more
subjective in this stage since this was a holistic scoring (Appendix C.1).
According to the scoring rubric, for each item a score was given between 3 to
1 (excellent, average or poor) according to the quality of it or 0 if incomplete.
The sum of the scores of four items defined the overall assessment of Stage
1 (Table 4.11).
Table 4.11. Assessment of the Overall Scores in Stage 1
EXCELLENT AVERAGE POOR INCOMPLETE
12 – 9 8 – 5 4 – 1 0
Stage 2
The performance assessment in this stage again was focused on the product
that consisted of the drawings. The students were asked to draw three
orthographic plans and an architectural section of a staircase that was given
as the design problem for a three-storey house project (Appendix B.2). For
the performance assessment, a rating scale was prepared according to the
defined items for the product of this stage. The product of this stage was
assessed under three item headings; correctness of the staircase (design
features), application of technical drawing rules (technical drawing features)
and presentation quality (artistic features). Each item was assessed through
some sub-items for each drawing work (1st plan, 2nd plan, 3rd plan and
section). So, if one drawing was not present, the sub-items were also not
considered for that drawing piece. The sub-items of correctness of the
staircase and technical drawing rules were assessed through a three-scaled
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rating as correct to incorrect and in case of an absence of an sub-item “0”
was added. Another three-scaled rating (good to bad) was designed for
presentation quality of the products. The assessment checklist is illustrated in
Appendix C.2.
Stage 3
The third stage was a take home exercise where students were asked to
build up a model of the staircase designed in Stage 2. The model was the
product for the performance assessment of this stage (Appendix B.3). For the
assessment of Stage 3, a checklist was prepared. Through the checklist, the
sub-items of completeness were assessed as complete or incomplete.
Correctness of the model was assessed through either correct or incorrect.
The specified sub-items were given “1” if correct and “0” if incorrect. The sub-
items of craftsmanship were assessed through either good or bad. Appendix
C.3 represents the checklist for the assessment of the model.
Stage 4
The fourth stage was the second studiowork that consisted of drawing
exercises. The students were asked to do the orthographic drawings of the
staircase that they had designed and drawn in Stage 2 and built up the model
in Stage 3. So, the final product of this stage was the same as the product of
Stage 2 (Appendix B.4). This time students had the advantage of a previous
experience that they had in Stage 2 and using the three-dimensional model
as an aid while drawing. The items and sub-items for assessment were the
same as Stage 2, so the same rating scale was used for this stage (Appendix
C.2).
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4.4.2. Results of the Design Experiment
The performance scores of students in each stage of design experiment was
considered through four learning modes of the Cycle of Learning (Concrete-
Experience CE, Reflective-Observation RO, Abstract-Conceptualization AC
and Active-Experimentation AE) and four Learning Style Types that are
Accommodating, Diverging, Assimilating and Converging that were described
in Chapter 3 and used in the preliminary part of the study (Smith and Kolb,
1996). As previously described, the product of each stage was assessed for
the performance scores of each student. In the first case, the performance
scores of each stage was considered separately and later the interaction of
Stage 2 and Stage 4 with each other was considered since the activity in
both stages were the same.
Since assessment of an educational product in design education is related
with more subjective considerations such as successful and unsuccessful, it
was important to define constant criteria for the assessment of the products
of the design experiment. For this reason, some scoring rubrics, rating scales
and checklists were designed as described previously (Appendix C). In this
way, it was aimed to obtain more objective assessment. Besides it was
important to have impartial performance scores through the assessment
process in order to talk about the validity of performance scores. For the
validity of performance scores, instead of using the assessments of a single
instructor, the raw average scores of two studio instructors' assessments
were considered. Two instructors assessed and graded each student's works
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separately, thus the possibility of affecting each other while grading the
products was eliminated. After both of the instructors finished the
assessment of all students' products for each stage of the design experiment,
the raw averages of the two scores were calculated for the final performance
score. It was hypothesised that there would not be a significant difference
between the assessments of two instructors. To control this, the means and
standard deviations of the scores given by two instructors for the products of
each stage of the design experiment were calculated and t-tests were
conducted. The t-tests for each stage did not indicate any statistical
significant difference and the correlation coefficients showed a high inter-
rater reliability for the performance assessments.  (Table 4.12).
Table 4.12. Means and Standard Deviations According to Two Instructors'
        Grades and t Values.
N Mean Std.
Dev.
t-test df Prob.
(2-tailed)
Mean
Difference
Inter-Rater
Reliability
Stage 1
Inst.1 88 3.57 4.44
Inst.2 88 3.44 4.46
Combined 176 3.51 4.44 .186 174 .852 .13 .98
Stage 2
Inst.1 88 67.59 25.60
Inst.2 88 67.92 27.07
combined 176 67.76 26.27 -.083 174 .934 -.33 .98
Stage 3
Inst.1 88 12.55 3.24
Inst.2 88 12.80 3.25
combined 176 12.67 3.24 -.511 174 .610 -.25 .87
Stage 4
Inst.1 88 128.11 19.89
Inst.2 88 126.64 20.94
combined 176 127.38 20.38 .480 174 .632 1.48 .91
p > 0.05
Results Related to Learning Styles versus Performance Scores:
The response rate was very low for Stage 1. Out of 88 students, the products
of 47 (53.4%) students were incomplete. 17 (19.3%9) products were
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excellent, 15 (17%) were average and 9 (10.2%) were poor (Figure 4.3). No
statistical evidence was found out that different learning styles were affecting
the performance scores of Stage 1 through analysis of variance test. The
main reason of this result is assumed to be the low response rate for this
stage.
Figure 4.3. Frequencies of the rating of Stage 1
In Stage 2 and Stage 4, the total performances score were obtained by
summing up the scores for the three items of the rating scale. The first item
was the Correctness of the Staircase (Design Features), the second was the
Technical Drawing Rules (Technical Drawing Features) and the third step
was the Presentation Quality (Artistic Features). Each item was given a score
out of 60 and the sums of the scores of these three items resulted in the total
performance score of Stage 2. The total performance scores were out of 180.
In the first case, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted in
order to find out if the learning styles had any effect on the performance
scores in different stages (Stage 2, Stage 3 and Stage 4) of the design
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experiment. The ANOVA showed that there is statistical significant mean
differences across learning styles in the performance scores of Stage 2
(Fstage 2 = 3.08, df = 3, 84, p = 0.032, η2 = 0.099) and Stage 3 (Fstage 3 = 12.38,
df = 3, 84, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.307) but not in Stage 4 (Fstage 4 = 1.90, df = 3, 84,
p = 0.136, η2 = 0.063). Table 4.13 represents the analysis of variance
summary for the three stages through learning styles.
Table 4.13. Analysis of Variance Summary Table of Learning Styles in Stage
        2, 3 and 4.
Source of
variation
Sum of
squares
Df Mean
Square
F-ratio Prob. Eta
Squared
(η2)
Observed
Powera
LS (Stage 2) 5777.20 3 1925.73 3.08 0.032b .099 0.70
Error 52450.88 84 624.42
LS (Stage 3) 262,87 3 87,62 12,38 0.001c .307 1,00
Error 594,58 84 7,08
LS (Stage 4) 2196.87 3 732.29 1.90 0.136 .063 0.48
Error 32443.75 84 386.24
a. Computed using alpha = 0.05
b. P < 0.05
c. P < 0.001
Results Related to learning Styles in Multiple Comparisons:
Since there are four different learning styles, in order to determine the
learning style that differs significantly, multiple comparison tests were
handled for each stage. The Bonferroni test (Howitt and Cramer, 1999)
indicated that only in Stage 2 the accommodating students differed from the
assimilating students (p = 0.029), but no other significant difference was
found. In Stage 3, the assimilating students differed from the accommodating
students (p = 0.001), the diverging students (p = 0.001) and the converging
students (p = 0.001). No significant differences were found between the
means of four learning styles for Stage 4. Table 4.14 shows the means and
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standard deviations of the performance scores of four learning styles in all
three stages.
Table 4.14. Means and Standard Deviations of Stage 2, 3 and 4
Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4Learning Styles
Mean Std.Dev. Mean
Std.
Dev. Mean
Std.
Dev.
N
Accommodating 83.91 22.29 11.27 2.37 122.27 21.23 11
Diverging 69.00 26.70 11.00 3.06 121.75 23.40 20
Assimilating 58.18 24.05 15.14 2.01 126.57 19.83 28
Converging 71.07 25.58 11.97 2.99 133.97 15.71 29
Total 68.10 25.87 12.67 3.14 127.38 19.95 88
In Stage 2, the mean for the accommodating students was considerably high
compared to others. The accommodating learners combine the learning
steps of AE (learning by doing) and CE (learning by experiencing), they have
the ability to learn primarily from "hands-on" experience. Since the product of
Stage 2 was a drawing exercise and it was just handled after a lecture about
the topic, this result sounds logical. In Stage 3, the mean of the assimilating
students was the highest and as Bonferroni test results showed it differed
from all other three learning styles in Stage 3. It could be concluded that the
assimilating students were the best in the performance scores of Stage 3.
This result was interesting since assimilating learners combine learning steps
of RO (learning by reflecting) and AC (learning by thinking). People of this
style are more interested in abstract ideas and concepts. The exercise in
Stage 3 was the construction of a three-dimensional model of the designed
staircase, in other words it was an abstraction of a real staircase. This might
be the reason of this result. It was expected that the mean of converging
students would be the highest in Stage 3, since the converging style is
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dealing more with abstract conceptualisation and active experimentation, in
other words people in this style prefer simulations and practical applications.
Results Related to Repeated Measures:
For all learning styles, it was expected that there should be an increase in the
performance grades from Stage 2 to Stage 4, since the exercise in Stage 4
was the repetition of Stage 2, and the students had gained experience and
knowledge in Stage 2 and Stage 3. So, in order to verify this hypothesis a
correlated t-test was done to find out the difference between the average
scores of these two stages. The mean performance score of Stage 2 (M =
68.10) and Stage 4 (M = 127.38) differed statistically significantly (t= -21.807,
df = 87, two tailed p < 0.001). The mean difference was 59.28 and the 95%
confidence interval for this difference was 53.36 to 64.07.
Since the assignments of Stage 2 and 4 were similar and correlated, the
analysis of variance tests for repeated measures were also done through the
consideration of learning styles. The one way correlated analysis of variance
showed that there was a statistically significant mean difference for the two
stages (F = 418.28, df = 1, 84, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.833) and also the interaction
between the learning styles and performance scores change over stages
were statistically significant (F = 4.98, df = 3, 84, p = 0.003, η2 = 0.151).
Table 4.15 summarises the results of analysis of variance for repeated
measures Stage 2 and 4 in interaction with learning styles.
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Table 4.15. Analysis of Variance for Repeated Measures Stage 2 and 4
         through Learning Styles.
Source of Variation
Sum of
squares
df Mean
square
F -
ratio
Prob. Eta
Squared
(η2)
Observed
Powera
Between-subjects
factor (Learning
Styles)
3789.18 3 1263.06 1.73 0.17 0.58 0.44
Between-subjects
error
61367.80 84 730.57
Within-subjects factor
(Stage 2 and Stage 4)
117152.24 1 117152.24 418.28 0.001b .833 1.00
Within-subject error 23526.83 84 280.08
Interaction
(Stage 2 and 4 *
learning styles)
4184.90 3 1394.97 4.98 0.003c .151 0.90
a. Computed using alpha = 0.05
b. p < 0.001
c. p < 0.01
The estimated marginal means that show the progress in the performance
scores of the students who belonged to four different learning styles through
Stage 2 to Stage 4 are presented in Figure 4.4.  As seen in the figure,
although there was considerable progress in the performance scores for all
learning styles, the progress of the accommodating students were different
from the students of other learning styles.
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Figure 4.4 The estimated marginal means of four learning styles through
      Stage 2 to Stage 4.
Results Related to Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) test:
Also the Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) tests were handled to
see if the interaction of learning styles with sex and interaction of learning
styles with high school type had any effect on the performance scores of
students in the four stages of the design experiment. No statistical significant
difference was found between the interaction of learning styles and sex on
the performance scores in any stage. Also, there was no statistically
significant difference between learning styles and high school type on the
performance scores in any of the four stages.
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Results Related to the Correlation of Four Learning Modes and Three
Assessment Features:
Two different Pearson Correlation Tables were prepared to depict the
correlation between four learning modes (CE, RO, AC and AE) and three
assessment items that were correctness of the staircase (design features
[DF]), technical drawing rules (technical drawing features [TDF]) and
presentation quality (artistic features[AF]) of the rating scales of Stage 2 and
Stage 4, respectively. Table 4.16 represents the correlation of learning
modes and three items of Stage 2. The most significant positive correlation
occurs between design features and artistic features (r = 0.71, p <0.001) in
this table. Since the correlations of CE and AC with all three features were
very low, CE was positively correlated while AC was negatively correlated.
The most significant difference was between RO and AF correlation (r = -
0.23, p =0.029) and AE and AF correlation (r = 0.26, p =0.014).
Table 4.16. Pearson Correlation between CE, RO, AC, AE, DF, TDF and AF
        for Stage 2.
CE RO AC AE DF TDF AF
CE 1.000
RO -.29** 1.000
AC -.38** -.43** 1.000
AE -.40** -.16 -.29** 1.000
DF .03 -.15 -.06 .19 1.000
TDF .02 .11 -.16 -.001 .59** 1.000
AF .05 -.23* -.09 .26* .71** .47** 1.000
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
The correlation between four learning modes and three assessment items of
Stage 4 was demonstrated in Table 4.17.  Just opposite to Stage 2, in Stage
4 CE was negatively correlated with all three features while AC was positively
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correlated with all three items. The most significant difference was between
the correlation of CE and DF (r = -0.23, p =0.035) and AC and DF correlation
(r = 0.25, p =0.019). Like in Stage 2, the most significant correlation was
between DF and AF and it was positive (r = 0.52, p = 0.001).
Table 4.17. Pearson Correlation between CE, RO, AC, AE, DF, TDF and AF
        for Stage 4.
CE RO AC AE DF TDF AF
CE 1.000
RO -.29** 1.000
AC -.38** -.43** 1.000
AE -.40** -.16 -.29** 1.000
DF -.23* -.15 .25* .07 1.000
TDF -.15 -.15 .10 .20 .34** 1.000
AF -.09 -.07 .19 -.04 .52** .35** 1.000
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Also, ANOVA tests were conducted to find out if there is any significant mean
difference across learning styles in the three assessment features of Stage 2
and Stage 4. In artistic features (AF) of Stage 2, there is a statistical
significant across learning styles with a large effect size and a high power
level of 0.97 (F = 6.723, df = 3, 84, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.194). The Bonferroni
test shows that the mean of performance scores of accommodating students
is significantly different from assimilating (p = 0.001) and diverging (p =
0.033). Accommodating students’ performance scores are higher than
assimilating and diverging students’ performance scores. Also there is
significant mean difference between converging students’ and assimilating
students’ performance scores (p = 0.013). The performance scores of both
accommodating and converging students were higher than assimilating and
diverging students in artistic features of Stage 2. There are no any significant
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mean differences across learning styles in other two features of Stage 2. In
Stage 4, there is significant mean difference across learning styles in design
features (DF) with a lower power level of 0.71 (F = 3.162, df = 3, 84, p =
0.029, η2 = 0.101). The Bonferroni test shows that there is a statistically
significant mean difference between the performance scores of
accommodating and converging students (p =0.042). The performance
scores of converging students were higher than accommodating students’
performance scores.
It was hypothesised that learning style preferences were affecting the
performance scores of design students, but it was also mentioned in the
second chapter that the most significant feature of design education was the
process in the design studio. From this point of view, the proposed design
education model was considered through the Experiential Learning Theory of
Kolb. In this point, it was hypothesised that it is possible to see the effects of
all the four learning styles in the different stages of design activity. It was
expected that the performance scores of the students who belonged to the
left side of the Learning Style Type Grid would be higher in most of the
design studio exercises. Since the exercises of the design experiment were
more practice based it was expected that the accommodating students would
have the highest performance scores. As expected, the accommodating
students had the highest performance scores in Stage 2. Although there was
no statistically significant difference, the converging students had higher
performance scores than, the diverging and the assimilating students. In
Stage 3, unexpectedly, the performance scores of the assimilating students
were significantly different from the others who belonged to the other three
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learning styles. Assimilating learners are more abstract learners and they
prefer learning situations such as reading and thinking. Their basic
characteristics are planning, creating models, defining problems and
developing theories. At first look, the activity of Stage 3 seems not suitable
for the assimilating students. However, the exercise was to construct a
scaled model of a real-life object or in other words it was an abstraction of the
reality. In this sense, it sounded logical for the assimilating students to have
the highest performance scores. As expected, there was progress in the
performance scores of all students from Stage 2 to Stage 4. When the
performance scores of the students of all four learning styles considered in
Stage 4, it was noticed that there was no significant difference between the
performance scores of learning styles. This fact was the evidence of the
assumption that all learning styles were effective in design education. Since
Stage 2 and Stage 4 were considered respectively as the repetition of same
exercise, it was noticed that there was a significant difference between the
learning styles in the performance scores. While the accommodating
students had the highest performance scores in Stage 2, the increase in the
performance scores of other three learning styles were higher than the
increase in the performance scores of the accommodating students.
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5. CONCLUSION
The studio process has always been the subject of attention in architectural
design education research. Researchers dealing with the studio process
generally focus on the mutual interaction in the design studio or new
technologies such as CAD systems in architectural design education
process. There is a gap in literature between learning theories and design
education. Also, research on learning theories has neglected the effects of
learning aspects on design education. For this reason, it was aimed to
consider design education through learning theories in the existing study.
It was proposed that there is an experiential learning process in design
process within the studio environment; from the very beginning of any design
problem until the end, design students were experiencing all four stages of
the learning cycle. So, it was hypothesised that different courses in the
curriculum require different learning styles or in other words the performance
scores of students having different learning styles may vary according to the
content of the course. Also, it was discussed if the interaction of learning
styles with sex and/or high school type have any effect on performance
scores in unlike courses. The statistical analyses showed that there are no
significant differences across interaction of the stated factors in any course.
For further analytical analysis, performance scores at various stages of
design process are needed instead of using the final grades of students. For
this reason, in the next phase of the research study, an analytical
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assessment method was designed to assess the students’ performances.
Two different instructors assessed the students’ products separately by using
the same assessment instrument. The correlation coefficients of the
assessments of two instructors give a high inter-rater reliability for the
assessment procedure.
In the design experiment, stages that had different learning processes were
devised for controlling the effects of different learning styles on the
performances of students. It was found that, different learning styles affected
the performance of students in different stages of a design problem through
the studio process. Since most of the student products were incomplete in
Stage 1, no sound conclusion could be drawn about the relationship between
learning style preferences and performances. In Stage 2, as expected,
effects of learning style preferences on the students' performances were
found. There was a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between the
performance scores of different learning styles in Stage 2. Accommodating
learners (M = 83.91, Std. Dev. = 22.29) were the ones who were the most
successful learners in this stage. It was found that, in Stage 2 there was a
statistically significant difference between accommodating learners and
assimilating learners (p < 0.05) and this was a sound result since both styles
were just the opposite to each other.
In Stage 3, there was a statistically significant difference (p < 0.001) in the
performance scores between the learning styles. In contrast to Stage 2, in
this stage the most successful learners were the assimilating ones (M =
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15.14, SD = 2.01). Statistical calculations showed that assimilating learners
differed significantly (p < 0.001) from all other three learning styles learners in
Stage 3.
There was not any statistically significant difference between the
performance scores of students who belonged to different learning styles in
Stage 4. However, from the averages of the performance scores, it was
obvious that there was a progress in the performance scores for all learning
styles from Stage 2 to Stage 4. Stage 2 and Stage 4 were considered
together as repeated measures in order to find out if there were any
significant differences in the progress of the performance scores between the
four learning styles. When these two stages were considered together, it was
found that there was statistically significant differences (p < 0.01) between
the performance scores of four learning styles. While in Stage 2,
accommodating learners had the highest performance scores, when the
progress of the performance scores was considered, it was found that the
increase in the performance scores of accommodating learners was the
lowest. The progress levels of assimilating and converging learners were
parallel to each other.
As a conclusion, these results provided a sound basis for the hypotheses that
there is a relation between learning style types and different stages of design
education. At the end of the design process, it is found that performance
scores of all students having different learning styles increased. When
learning style types considered separately, it is noticed that assimilating
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learners have the highest progress where the increase in the performance
scores of accommodating learners are the lowest, although accommodating
learners have been the most successful ones in Stage 2. This fact can be
concluded that through design education process there is a shift from
learning by experiencing (CE) and learning by doing (AE) to learning by
reflecting (RO) and learning by thinking (AC).
Since architecture is regarded as a combination of crafts, technologies and
other disciplines, its education contains all of the stages of experiential
learning cycle. In other words, all of the four learning styles occur in the
design studio process. Thus, instead of concluding that any one of the four
learning styles is more suitable for design education, it is better to claim that
different stages of design education should be associated with different
learning styles.
By the twentieth century, most of the professions were split into different
branches. Some specialisations of the profession into specific subjects
occurred as a result of the development of technologies and new needs of
human beings. Similarly, the design profession has also been separated as
urban design, architecture, interior architecture, industrial design and so on.
Today, all of these branches have become separate professions and some
new separations are occurring within them. As Pultar (1999) claims, it might
be useful to give a general design education for an initial period, after which,
students should have the chance to prefer their specialisation field in the
context of the profession. In this sense, it is important to consider the learning
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styles. By this way, students can make more conscious preferences for the
specialisation fields according to their learning style preferences. For
example, while an accommodating learner prefers to do the practice of the
discipline, an assimilating learner prefers to do the theoretical and academic
studies on the profession. It is also important for the design instructor to be
aware of the learning style preferences of his/her students in order to
organize the course materials that would be understandable and learnable
for all of the learners; in order to obtain a suitable atmosphere for the
communication; and in order to guide and orient the students into right
specialization fields through the design education process.
For further studies, the learning styles might be analysed for the specialised
fields of different design disciplines. By this way, it might be figured out which
learning style will be more suitable for which specialised field. As another
fact, a special learning styles inventory test for design education might be
designed.
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Questionnaire
Bu çalışma; tasarım eğitiminde öğrencilerin ve eğitimcilerin öğrenme
stilli tercihleri kapsamında, mevcut tasarım eğitiminin değerlendirilmesi ve
elde edilecek sonuçlar doğrultusunda var olan, ya da olabilecek problemlere
çözümler önerilmesi amacı ile hazırlanmıştır. İki bölümden oluşan bu anketin
birinci bölümü, katılımcılara ait temel bilgileri, ikinci bölüm ise öğrenme
stillerini kapsamaktadır.
Bu çalışma hiçbir şekilde başarı ölçmemektedir. Çalışmanın asıl
amacı, sadece farklı bireylerin öğrenme sürecinde ki öğrenme tercih
farklılıklarını ortaya çıkarmaktır. Katılımınız için teşekkür ederiz.
1. Bölüm
1. İsim Soyadı:
2. Doğum yılınız:
3. Cinsiyeti:                 E  ?                     K  ?
4. Mezun olduğu Lise türü:
      Devlet Lisesi ?       Meslek Lisesi ?        Anadolu Lisesi ?         Özel Lise ?
5. Liseden hangi yılda mezun oldunuz?
6. Bölüme başladığınız yılı ve dönemini yazınız (Örnek: 2000-2001 Fall)
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B.1 Product of Stage 1
(Research Homework of Student No.25)
106
B.2 Product of Stage 2 (1st Studiowork of Student No.25)
107
B.3 Product of Stage 3
(Three-Dimensional Model of Student No.25)
108
B.4 Product of Stage 4 (2nd Studiowork of Student No.25)
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EXCELLENT
3
AVERAGE
2
POOR
1
INCOMPLETE
0
Description of staircase
and functional
requirements
Completely
accurate
Somewhat
accurate Inaccurate No Description
Listing the architectural
components
All listed
 (min. 6
components)
Most listed
(5-3
components)
Some listed
(2-1
components)
No List
Presence visual
examples
Satisfying
(3 different
types)
All acceptable
(2 different
types)
Not enough
(only one type) No Example
Presentation quality Excellent Average Poor No Presentation
EXCELLENT AVERAGE POOR INCOMPLETE
12-9 8-5 4-1 0
C.1 Scoring Rubric for Stage 1
111
1st plan 2nd plan 3rd plan Section Row
Total
Correctness of the
staircase
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Total DF
Score
Tread width 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Total run 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Riser height 3           2          1 0
Total rise 3           2          1 0
Nosing 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Handrail 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Balustrade 3           2          1 0
String 3           2          1 0
Technical drawing
rules
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Correct   Partially   Incorrect
                Correct
Not
drawn
Total TDF
Score
Drawing label 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Level difference signs 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Climbing direction arrow 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Staircase numbering 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Staircase conventions 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Long break line 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Presentation Quality
Good              Fair            Bad Notdrawn Good              Fair            Bad
Not
drawn Good              Fair            Bad
Not
drawn Good              Fair            Bad
Not
drawn
Total AF
Score
Line type 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Line quality 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Scale 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Neatness 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Lettering 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0 3           2          1 0
Total Score: Sum of the four columns (1st Plan Score+ 2nd Plan Score+ 3rd Plan Score+ Section Score)
                                        Non-applicable issue
“0” (zero) if related view is not drawn
C.2 Rating Scale for Stage 2 and Stage 4
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Completeness Complete Incomplete
               Structural elements
Walls 1 0
Ground Floor 1 0
First Floor 1 0
Second Floor 1 0
               Vertical connection
1st staircase 1 0
2nd staircase 1 0
               Stair components
Handrail 1 0
Balustrade 1 0
Slab thickness 1 0
String 1 0
Nosing 1 0
Correctness Correct Incorrect
2 staircases connecting three floor levels 1 0
Tread width 1 0
Riser height 1 0
Handrail 1 0
Balustrade 1 0
String 1 0
Craftsmanship Good Bad
Differentiation of floor levels and landings 1 0
Cutting and fixing 1 0
Stability 1 0
Total Score:
C.3 Checklist for Stage 3
